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Abstract
Inverse opal-based photonic crystals have received considerable interest in recent years
as colorimetric detectors for a range of applications, from point-of-care diagnostics to
environmental sensing. In one particular incarnation, the W-Ink sensor technology developed in
our lab extracts information about the properties or identity of a liquid from the wetting of
inverse opal sensors with chemically modified surfaces. Although W-Ink’s utility has been
demonstrated in proof-of-principle experiments such as those based on distinguishing between
common laboratory solvents, its versatility has been as of yet untested in more nuanced
scenarios, such as those involving comparisons between mixtures, particularly ones whose
compositions vary in subtle and unknown ways. This thesis explores those next-level extensions
of the W-Ink sensor technology, delving into applications involving complex mixtures and
testing the boundaries of W-Ink’s resolution. It also seeks to understand and improve upon these
resolution limits by examining the surface silanization process in-depth, teasing out the roles of
various steps in the process in producing robust and reproducible sensor surface coatings.
Chapter 1 introduces the foundations of the W-Ink technology, including an analysis of
what is currently understood about its sensitivity limits and what knowledge gaps exist. Chapter
2 investigates the use of W-Ink sensors for classification of crude oil batches based on their
volatility, with implications for safer rail-based transport of crude. Chapter 3 introduces new WInk silane chemistries to expand its capabilities from organic to aqueous mixtures, and then
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explores biomedical diagnostic applications related to the detection of bile salts in urine. Finally,
Chapter 4 answers questions about the origins of variance in the W-Ink system primarily related
to silane coatings, demonstrating that small differences in silane chemistries can have big
implications for the reproducibility of the W-Ink wetting response from sensor to sensor.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Overview
The ability to extract meaningful information from the properties of a liquid by simple
analyses is a broad and ever-evolving scientific challenge with a wide array of motivations, from
disease detection and food safety to energy production and wastewater treatment. Whether trying
to determine if a child has malaria, if a medication is counterfeit, or if groundwater is safe to
drink, one unifying theme is the desire to move such tests out of laboratories and into the hands
of field technicians, community health workers, and even consumers. Of course, this requires
creativity in distilling complex analyses to their essential components and displaying the results
in an easily interpretable manner.
Previous work in our lab on the fabrication of highly ordered, crack-free photonic
crystals1 (PC) led to the development of a PC-based sensor technology dubbed Watermark Ink,
or W-Ink.2 Using the wetting of an inverse opal’s pores to change its structural color, these
sensors can distinguish between similar liquids based on a combination of the liquids’ physical
properties (such as surface tension and viscosity) and chemical properties (such as chemical
affinity for the sensors’ surface chemistry). The W-Ink platform checks off many requirements
of a field-ready sensor: it uses low-tech fabrication methods, requires no additional equipment,
provides a simple colorimetric readout, gives immediate results, and is storage-stable.
Nonetheless, the technology thus far has not yet advanced much beyond proof-of-principle
experiments with pure organic liquids, and only limited studies have been conducted into what
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its resolution limits are and what fundamental causes underlie them. This chapter will provide an
overview of the W-Ink sensor technology, as well as outline where opportunities exist for both
expanding its repertoire and improving its performance.

1.2 Photonic Crystals and W-Ink Sensors
A photonic crystal is a type of highly ordered material that exhibits periodicity in its
refractive index on the nano- to microscale. The regularly alternating properties of the material
cause constructive or destructive interference of incident light, depending on the wavelength,
according to Snell’s and Bragg’s Laws. Certain characteristic wavelengths that match the feature
sizes of the PC are strongly reflected, while other wavelengths are scattered or transmitted, and
thus structural color is produced.
Photonic structures abound in nature3,4 and serve a variety of purposes beyond simple
coloration, from the gradually oriented stacks of aragonite crystals in mother of pearl that lend
the mollusk shell not only its characteristic iridescence but also remarkable toughness (Figure
1A),5,6 to the bilayered chloroplasts in the brilliant blue leaves of the Begonia plant, which filter
the incoming sunlight to optimize photosynthetic efficiency (Figure 1B).7 This multifunctional
behavior in which one property, color, can be coupled to additional material properties has
naturally led to intense scientific interest and the development of numerous biomimetic
materials, including ones particularly relevant to this research that effectively combine color with
wetting properties.8-11
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A
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Figure 1. Examples of naturally occurring photonic structures with purposes beyond simple structural coloration.
(A) The plated structure of nacre (mother of pearl) lends the mollusk shell extraordinary toughness due to effective
mechanisms of stress release during crack propagation. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd:
Nature Materials (Ref. 6), copyright 2014. (B) The blue iridescence of Begonia leaves originates from the bilayer
structures of epidermal chloroplasts, which serve to selectively filter incident light rays for optimal photosynthetic
efficiency. Reproduced by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Plants (Ref. 7), copyright 2016.

The ability of photonic crystals to generate a color change without the need for pigments
or signal transducers has additionally led to considerable exploration into their potential
applications as optical sensing devices.12-15 With particular attention to the analysis of liquids,
photonic sensors have been designed that respond to a variety of liquid properties both general
and specific (Figure 2), including pH,16 ionic strength,17 hydrophobicity,18 and the presence of
single molecular analytes,16,19-21 with applications ranging from medical monitoring22 to tamper
indication.23
Although these PC sensors have many advantages over more traditional low-cost sensors
such as lateral-flow assays, such as the characteristic homogeneity of the materials, the label-free
nature of color generation, and the semi-quantitative readout, they do have certain inherent
limitations. For one, the shifts in color for PC-based sensors are most commonly achieved
through altering the lattice spacing of the PC, such as by swelling or shrinkage of a polymeric
material.
3
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Figure 2. Photonic crystals as liquid sensors, developed to detect (A) liquid temperature via the uniaxial shrinkage
of bilayers featuring the thermoresponsive polymer PNIPAM, (B) ionic strength via the isotropic shrinkage of a
polyacrylamide hydrogel featuring polystyrene nanoparticles, and (C) cyanide ions via isotropic swelling induced by
the specific reaction of cyanide with trifluoroacetyl groups in a poly(methyl methacrylate) inverse opal. (A) Top half
reprinted from Ref. 13, Copyright 2016, with permission from Elsevier; bottom half reprinted with permission from
Ref. 24. Copyright 2012, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. (B) Reprinted with permission
from Ref. 17. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. (C) Reprinted with permission from Ref. 20. Copyright
2012, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

These dimensional changes shift the location of the Bragg peak in the reflection spectrum and
thus alter the visible color, but it can be difficult to achieve sufficiently large dimensional
changes to produce a change in color that is easily detectable by eye and not simply by
spectrophotometer (as illustrated by the range of pink shades in Figure 3B). Additionally, the
angular dependence of the color produced (Figure 3A) could lead to mistakes or confusion in
interpreting the readout; whereas pictures of sensors are almost always taken in controlled
lighting at viewing angles normal to the surface, someone holding the sensor at only
4

approximately normal viewing angles and under natural lighting conditions might inadvertently
see a very different color than intended.
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Bare Si

Figure 3. Limitations of conventional PC sensors (A,B) compared to advantages of the W-Ink sensing technology
(C,D). (A) Angular dependence of the reflected color of conventional PC sensors; (B) Small spectroscopic shifts of
conventional PC sensors in response to a stimulus, producing hues that are hard to visibly differentiate (as seen for
the peach shades of 15-30mM analyte). (C) In the W-Ink system, an IOF goes from iridescent when dry to
essentially transparent when wet due to index-matching, reflecting only the blue hue of the underlying silicon wafer.
(D) Reflectance spectra for a dry versus a wet IOF demonstrating the near-complete loss of the Bragg peak, rather
than a small shift in its location, leading to drastic and angle-independent loss of color. (A) Reprinted with
permission from Ref. 25. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society. (B) Reproduced from Ref. 21 with
permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry. (D) Adapted from Ref. 26. Copyright 2012, Ian B. Burgess.

By contrast, W-Ink is based on effecting large changes in the refractive index of the PC.
The technology uses inverse opal films (IOF), a type of photonic crystal in which the refractive
index periodicity comes from an interconnected and monodisperse array of spherical pores
within a solid matrix. Infiltration of the matrix with a liquid leads to a drastic shift in the pores’
5

refractive index from that of air to that of the liquid, and the consequent drastic change from
iridescence to angle-independent transparency (Figure 3C). This is due to the fact that the
liquid’s refractive index approximately index-matches that of the silica-based matrix, resulting
not just in a small shift in the reflectance peak but the complete disappearance of it (Figure 3D).
If we want to use these inverse opals to distinguish between different liquids, it is crucial
to be able to exhibit tight control over the wetting of the pores. This is achieved in part through
the fabrication of crack-free inverse opals with highly homogeneous and reproducible
geometries. Conventional methods of creating an inverse opal first produce a direct opal by selfassembly then backfill it with matrix precursor solution, followed by colloidal template removal.
These methods typically result in large cracks due to capillary forces generated during the drying
of the opal and due to excess shrinkage of the matrix material during the polycondensation
reaction it undergoes. Such methods can additionally lead to an overlayer of matrix material, as
well as multiple misaligned crystalline domains depending on the opal self-assembly process
used.

To make defect-free inverse opals, we instead use a sol-gel co-assembly process

developed in our lab1 that combines opal formation and matrix (e.g., a silica sol-gel precursor)
gelation into one step (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Co-assembly of the direct opal template and the surrounding matrix (left) enables the fabrication of largescale crack-free inverse opal films (right). Scale bar is 1 μM. Reprinted from Ref. 1 with permission from the
National Academy of Sciences.
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In this process, monodisperse colloidal microspheres are deposited onto a vertically
oriented substrate by gradual evaporation of the surrounding medium, self-assembling into a
close-packed array. At the same time, silica sol-gel precursor also present in the colloid
condenses into amorphous silica in the gaps around the microspheres, forming the matrix. The
colloidal templates are then removed by calcination at high temperatures, leaving behind a
porous matrix. Because this method combines the opal self-assembly and matrix gelation steps
into a single carefully synchronized step, it avoids the shrinkage due to solvent evaporation after
self-assembly, and because the matrix starts from a partially hydrolyzed silica sol rather than
individual molecules, it reduces shrinkage due to matrix condensation during calcination. The
result is the formation of an inverse opal without defects on the micro- or macroscale.
Due to the absence of cracks or domain boundaries in the defect-free IOF, a liquid can
only penetrate its pores through their small openings, or necks, and it does so in a way that
reflects both the liquid’s physical properties, such as its surface tension, and its chemical affinity
for the surface. This means that controlling the chemistry of the pores controls their wetting.
Indeed, as W-Ink’s first proof of principle, Burgess et al. demonstrated that selective
functionalization of an inverse opal with multiple silane chemistries could be used to produce a
sensor that gave a different readout in each of four tested liquids.2 In this iteration, each silanized
region either fully wetted in the liquid or did not wet at all, due to the sharp transition in wetting
behavior of a uniform silane coating. To add a level of complexity, we can introduce gradients in
silane chemistry from a less hydrophobic silane at the top layers of the inverse opal to a more
hydrophobic silane at the bottom (Figure 5A). This produces a continuous change in wetting
instead of a binary readout. Now, depending on the chemical gradient and a given liquid’s
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relative affinity for the two silanes, the liquid will only infiltrate the pores down to a certain
depth. The number of layers at the bottom that remain unwetted determines the color reflected.

A

B

C

Silane A

60%
EtOH
70%
EtOH
80%
EtOH

O2 Plasma

90%
EtOH

Silane B
Test
Liquid

Figure 5. (A) Schematic of the creation of a chemical gradient on an inverse opal, typically from a less hydrophobic
silane at the top (Silane B) to a more hydrophobic silane at the bottom (Silane A). Adapted with permission from
Ref. 27. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. (B) Schematic and representative images of a W-Ink sensor
with both a chemical and a thickness gradient, wetted in three different liquids, demonstrating the color changes
apparent from the top view as wetting increases from the first to the third liquid. Reproduced in part from Ref. 28
with permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry. (C) Demonstration of sensor calibration in reference liquids
followed by assigning a score to a test liquid, based on the reference liquid that wets most similarly (here, 90%
EtOH, giving it a score of 90).

Upping the complexity once more, we can also create a geometric gradient in the
thickness of the inverse opal (i.e. the number of pore layers). This spatial thickness gradient can
be made to occur naturally during the IOF co-assembly process by positioning the substrate
closer to one wall of the cylindrical vial. Combining the chemical gradient with the geometric
gradient results in sensors that exhibit a rainbow of colors across the surface rather than a single
uniform color, because the number of unfilled pore layers increases with the local thickness of
the sensor. This rainbow maintains the same set of hues from one liquid to the next due to the
consistency of the color reflected from a given number of pore layers, but the location of each
hue changes with wetting, shifting from left to right on the sensor with increasingly wetting
liquids (assuming a left-to-right increase in sensor thickness) (Figure 5B).
8

Because the inverse opal thickness gradients are naturally created by the self-assembly
process and not rigorously controlled, the spatial patterns produced are slightly different for
every sensor, serving as a unique thumbprint. This feature could be useful in thwarting
manipulation of results, since sensors cannot be simply swapped out for one another. However, it
also necessitates that each inverse opal is calibrated in a set of reference liquids, most commonly
ethanol-water mixtures, to allow comparison of wetting in test liquids from one sensor to the
next. To assign a standardized score, the wetting pattern produced in the test liquid is compared
visually to the wetting patterns produced in the reference liquids, and the test liquid is assigned a
score corresponding to the reference liquid producing the most similar pattern (Figure 5C).
As wetting is the readout and is a generic fluidic phenomenon, this W-Ink technology
can, in principle, be applied to distinguishing liquids of any class. However, this is a doubleedged sword, as a sensor will by the same token be incapable of distinguishing between two
liquids that give the same wetting response, regardless of how different the two liquids are. To
increase chemical specificity, W-Ink sensors are best used combinatorially, i.e. in an array of
sensors that each use different chemistries to cover a redundant range of surface tensions. This
method allows liquids to be distinguished even if they produce the same wetting patterns on one
(or more) sensor silane chemistry (Figure 6A). Using a six-dimensional array of W-Ink sensor
types, previous members of our lab identified common laboratory solvents with 89% accuracy
from a library of 16 possible liquids (Figure 6B).28
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DEC→13F

3F→13F

Figure 6. (A) Demonstration of the combinatorial power of W-Ink. On the DEC-based sensor, heptane and
isopropanol (IPA) produce virtually identical wetting patterns and are thus indistinguishable, but by use of a second
sensor type, 3F, they can be distinguished since IPA wets this sensor type more than heptane does. (B) Principal
component (PC) analysis of W-Ink scores for a variety of organic solvents on six types of W-Ink sensors,
demonstrating good differentiation between the liquids. Reproduced from Ref. 28 with permission of the Royal
Society of Chemistry.

Overall, the W-Ink sensor technology shows remarkable promise in its elegant simplicity
and seeming versatility, likely rendering it useful for analysis of a wide range of liquid classes.
However, there is still much that we do not know about its performance in other more complex
scenarios beyond the proof of principle.

1.3 Expanding the Repertoire of W-Ink Inverse Opal Sensors
To fill in knowledge gaps regarding the performance and potential areas of improvement
for W-Ink, it is useful to first assess where the technology currently stands. In terms of
versatility, W-Ink sensors have proved capable in combinatorial arrays at distinguishing between
a wide range of organic solvents. However, this is more or less the extent of its versatility as
tested. There has been a single documented demonstration of their ability to distinguish between
a sample of gasoline and a sample of diesel fuel,27 but no evident consideration of the
reproducibility of this wetting response from sensor to sensor, or of the variation in the mixtures’
compositions from one fuel distributor to the next. And in terms of non-pure substances, the only
10

other mixtures that have been compared head-to-head on W-Ink sensors are the binary mixtures
of ethanol and water. Although W-Ink sensors have been robustly demonstrated to exhibit
continuous change in wetting with these mixtures, their use as the reference liquids means they
cannot also be used to test the reproducibility and sensitivity limits of W-Ink, for there would
then be no basis of comparison between sensors.
Demonstration of W-Ink’s ability to distinguish between complex mixtures, and its
resolution limits thereof, would be a big technological step forward for the technology. Simply
put, pure liquids and binary solutions exhibit fairly predictable physical properties such as
surface tension, viscosity, and vapor pressure, properties which can be readily used to distinguish
between the different pure liquids or different concentrations of solutes. This is particularly true
of organic solvents, which conveniently cover a broad range of such properties, and again
comprise the bulk of W-Ink’s liquid repertoire thus far. Attempting to distinguish between two
versions of the same complex mixture, such as two samples of crude oil, not only poses a more
difficult task due to the strongly overlapping compositions and thus properties of the two liquids;
it also by necessity begs the question of resolution limits. No longer do we stop at a simple
binary yes-or-no answer to whether a liquid is correctly classified; even upon correct
classification, the next natural question is, how similar can the two liquids get and still produce
this result? In Chapter 2, we will probe the capabilities of W-Ink for distinguishing between
crude oil batches as well as some common petroleum distillates, and the limits of its sensitivity
thereof.
We also know that W-Ink is quite capable in the realm of organic/hydrophobic liquids
with low surface tensions. Aqueous solutions, however, can be much more difficult to classify on
account of the strong effects water has on the properties of a solution such as its surface tension
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and its polarity, often resulting in only small changes in those properties when solutes are added.
And just as with crude oils, the situation is made ever more complex by the presence of
numerous components in most aqueous solutions of interest, such as biological fluids, beverages,
and liquid pharmaceutical formulations. The multicomponent and compositionally-unknown
nature of such liquids complicates accurate prediction of changes in the overall mixture’s
properties with changes in single solutes’ concentrations. W-Ink sensors with dynamic wetting
ranges suitable for aqueous surface tension ranges simply do not yet exist; they must be
developed from scratch and characterized for their wetting response over relevant surface
tensions and within the context of promising applications. In Chapter 3, we will tackle the design
and characterization of new W-Ink silane gradients for aqueous mixtures, including the
introduction of new chemistries, and explore their potential use and limits of sensitivity for
detecting analytes in urine through changes in its physical properties.
As for the reproducibility of W-Ink sensors and the inborn limitations on its resolution, it
is known that natural variations in IOF geometries produced by the co-assembly process
contribute significantly to the sensors’ sensitivity limits.27 The evaporation-based co-assembly
process is sensitive to small changes in component ratios, humidity, and oven circulation. One
consequence is the variability in number and thickness of IOF pore layers; for instance, one
inverse opal may range spatially from one pore layer thick on the left side to six layers thick on
the right side, whereas another may go from three to six layers, and another from one to ten.
These differences affect not only the iridescent colors seen but the depth of penetration of
oxygen plasma during partial removal of silane. Another consequence is variation in the sizes of
the pore necks, i.e. the small circular openings connecting the larger pores. We quantify this neck
size in terms of the pore neck angle, ϕ, defined as sin ϕ = rneck/rpore. These neck angles determine
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the extent of IOF wetting based on free energy, and can vary slightly from one IOF to the next,
resulting in one uniformly functionalized IOF wetting in a liquid while another stays dry (Figure
7A-C).27 For this reason, Burgess et al. introduced quality control measures to limit variation in
the mean pore sizes of IOFs used in their experiments. Note, however, that the neck angles can
also have a natural distribution within a single IOF. In his dissertation, Burgess details via
simulations of wetting in 2D inverse opals how the neck angle distribution within a uniformly
functionalized inverse opal, in degrees of standard deviation, correlates almost 1:1 with its
resolution, in contact angle degree difference between two liquids (Figure 7D).26 As the standard
deviation of neck angles for an IOF is typically 2-3°, we can in theory differentiate between
liquids with a 2-3° difference in contact angle. Thus, the consistency in the neck angles of a
single inverse opal sets the lower bound for the system’s inborn selectivity, and the consistency
in the mean neck angles from one IOF to the next constrains the broader reproducibility of scores
across the W-Ink system.
D

Figure 7. (A-C) The mean value and the distribution of neck angles, ϕ0, and variation therein from one IOF to the
next, regulate the films’ wettability in the same liquid (85% EtOH) based on free energy trade-offs. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. 27. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. (D) Relationship between standard deviation
of the neck angles of a uniformly functionalized inverse opal and its selectivity, in degree difference in contact angle
between two liquids. Reproduced from Ref. 26. Copyright 2012, Ian B. Burgess.

Recent work has in fact used this geometric constraint on wetting to achieve tangentially
related methods of control over the wetting of an IOF by strategic tailoring of the neck angles. In
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one instance, members of our lab took advantage of the distribution of neck angles in each IOF
to produce intentionally disordered crystals by only filling a fraction of pores, those whose neck
angles were sufficiently large to permit liquid penetration.29 In another embodiment, Sedighi et
al. tailored the ratio of co-assembly mixture components, thus controlling the wetting by
modulation of the average neck angle in each sensor rather than the silane chemistry, and
demonstrating that additions of oil or ethanol to gasoline can be detected for safe use in small
engines.30 Thus, due to the well-explored nature of the inverse opal geometric constraints, in this
work we have not further investigated the effect of neck angles and other IOF geometric
considerations, but recognize that variation thereof is one limitation on the resolution of our
sensors.
One implicit assumption underlying the simulations and experiments depicted in Figure
7, not to mention the quality control measures used to screen out IOFs with substandard pore
sizes,27 is that the surface chemistry is uniform and consistently reproduced from one IOF to the
next. Yet, until now, no characterizations of the silane coatings in terms of presence, topography,
reproducibility, or dependence on functionalization conditions has been carried out in the context
of W-Ink to confirm this assumption. As silane coatings often exhibit strong dependence on
reaction conditions,31-34 with notable effects on performance metrics such as contact angle,33 it is
not safe to assume that the silanization step does not also have a significant contribution to the
selectivity limits of W-Ink.
Finally, additional modifications to the W-Ink protocols, such as greater standardization
of the reference liquid calibration process or the use of reference liquids other than ethanol-water
mixtures, have likewise never been touched in previous W-Ink research. In Chapter 4, we will
explore the role of several aspects of silanization on the quality and reproducibility of the
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resultant surface coatings, revealing that small differences in silane chemistries, as well as other
seemingly minor W-Ink protocol changes, can have a great effect on the system-wide
reproducibility.
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Chapter 2. W-Ink for Remote Crude Oil Classification
2.1 Introduction
After decades of decline in domestic crude oil production, the implementation of fracking
techniques and the discovery of large shale oil deposits in the Bakken region of North Dakota
have combined to drastically increase U.S. crude oil production within the past decade. North
American production now supplies 66% of U.S. crude oil demand, displacing crude from Latin
America, Africa, and the Middle East,35 and the Department of Energy predicts that current
production levels will hold steady through at least 2040 (Figure 8).36

Figure 8. Domestic production of crude oil by year. The surge in U.S. crude oil production started in 2010, spurred
largely by increased adoption of fracking in Texas and in the Bakken region of North Dakota. Current production
levels are expected to be maintained through at least 2040. Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration (Jan
2017).36

This production surge has placed a strain on the capacity of existing pipelines. Given the
alternative of building new pipelines, transport by rail has suddenly become cost-effective,
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posing advantages in both speed and flexibility. Consequently, railways are shouldering much of
the new oil transportation burden, with trains carrying more than 435,000 carloads of crude oil in
2013, compared to fewer than 10,000 carloads in 2008.35 Although transport by rail is safer in
some ways, producing less spillage per ton-mile than any other mode of land transportation,37
safety concerns have been raised over high profile accidents involving crude oil transport via
rail, such as the tragic 2013 accident in Lac Mégantic, Quebec, in which a freight train carrying
crude oil from North Dakota derailed and exploded, killing over 40 people.38 More than a dozen
additional such derailments and fires have occurred since then,39 underscoring the pressing need
for better rail safety.
Contributing to the safety concerns surrounding rail-based oil transport is the absence of
crude oil testing prior to shipment. Crude oil is highly variable in its carbon chain length
distribution as well as in its corrosive hydrogen sulfide and dissolved gas content, not to mention
frequently blended from different source wells before shipping. Thus, the safety precautions
needed for different batches may vary widely. Appropriate characterization of the crude oil could
help assign more volatile batches to appropriately safe traincars, which are limited in supply.
However, current testing methods are expensive and laboratory-based, and thus rarely currently
conducted at field sites in the interest of cost and expediency. This has led to frequent improper
handling: a 2013 joint initiative by the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
(PHMSA) and the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) determined that 11 of 18 randomly
selected tanker cars from the Bakken region were carrying misclassified crude oil.40
Fortunately, a set of regulations is already in place defining the proper classification of
crude oil. Packing Groups (PG) are a system of hazardous materials designations for Class 3
Flammables, indicating how much and what type of extra care is necessary in transporting the
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material on account of its volatility. As delineated in Table 1, crude oils and common petroleum
distillates are assigned to one of three Packing Groups based on their initial boiling point (IBP)
and flash point.41 PG I is the most volatile and dangerous category, while PG III is the least
volatile. Less volatile distillates with flash points above 60°C, such as mineral oils, may
potentially still be combustible or have other restrictions on their safe transport, but do not fall
within Class 3 Flammables and thus have no assigned Packing Group.
Packing Group

Initial Boiling Point

Flash Point

Examples

I

≤ 35°C (95°F)

II

> 35°C (95°F)

< 23°C (73°F)

Gasoline, Hexane

III

> 35°C (95°F)

≥ 23°C (73°F),
≤ 60°C (140°F)

Diesel, Kerosene

Pentane

Table 1. Determination of Packing Group according to CFR 49 Section 173.121.41 Determination is first based on
initial boiling point, then on flash point.

While homogeneous liquids like pentane and distillates like gasoline have predetermined
packing groups due to their relative consistency of composition and properties, crude oils can fall
into any one of these three categories, depending on the properties of the particular batch. A
simple, low-cost diagnostic device that can determine the PG of a sample of crude oil directly at
the loading site would provide a convenient solution to this safety risk.
In this chapter, we demonstrate the capabilities of W-Ink sensors for classifying crude oil
samples, as well as crude oil distillate products like gasoline and diesel, by PG. We also validate
the sensors for one-time use, as a practical improvement over cleaning and reusing sensors for
multiple test liquids, enabling their potential use as disposable sensors in remote areas. Finally,
we develop automated methods for quantifying the sensors’ wetting patterns, in anticipation of
smartphone-based analysis method to improve ease of use for the end user.
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2.2 Results and Discussion
2.2.1 Classifying Crude Oil and its Distillates by Packing Group
2.2.1.1 Petroleum Distillates
Prior to procurement of crude oil samples, wetting experiments were performed with various
fuels purchased from a range of suppliers, as well as with pentane and mineral oils of varying
viscosities. We used DEC->(13F-3Cl) and (3F-3Cl)->(13F-3Cl) sensors, calibrated in waterethanol mixtures before use; as previously explained, the numeric scores assigned correspond to
the percentage of ethanol in water which produced the same wetting pattern as the test liquid.
These sensors showed clear distinctions between fuels containing light volatile fractions
(gasoline and pentane) and those containing heavier fractions (diesel, kerosene and mineral oils),
thus effectively differentiating PG III from I and II (Figure 9A).

A

B

Figure 9. (A) W-Ink scores for petroleum distillates on 3F and DEC hydrophobic sensors. Although PG I (purple)
and PG II (orange) liquids are overlapping, there is a clear distinction between those groups and PG III (blue),
demonstrating facile differentiation between PG III and the more volatile distillates. Additionally, mineral oils,
which are not flammable enough to be assigned to a PG, follow the same trend and can also be distinguished from
the three PGs. Three regular gasoline samples, three diesel samples, one kerosene sample, one pentane sample, and
two mineral oil samples were used; hence, within each PG, different samples of the same mixture type are
represented by different directions of triangles. (B) Gasoline and pentane can be better teased apart on DEC-based
sensors when comparing percentage fully wetted area instead of score, since they both tend to wet more than IPA,
the top end of the scoring range. ** p = 0.0044; * p = 0.014. Error bars represent standard deviation.
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While PG I and II overlap here, the pentane (PG I) and most of the gasoline (PG II)
scores reach values of 110-115 on the DEC sensors, indicating they match or exceed the wetting
of isopropanol (IPA), the top end of the reference scale. With additional tuning of sensor
chemistry and wettability, achieved by creating sensors that feature a chemical gradient from
DEC plus 0.5% 13F-3Cl on the top to 13F-3Cl on the bottom, pentane and gasoline can be teased
apart as well (Figure 9B). Adding this small fraction of 13F to DEC decreases the overall
wettability of the sensors, reducing the likelihood that they will be fully wetted in these highly
wetting liquids, while still retaining most of the comparative wetting behavior of DEC sensors.
And by measuring both gasoline and pentane on the same sensors and comparing the percent
fully wetted (blue) area for each liquid, we can work around the limitations of our alcohol-based
scoring system to see that the amount they wet is indeed unequal.

2.2.1.2 Crude Oils
Ten crude oil samples were received from the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), as
described in the Methods and Materials section. As a first pass, we imaged two types of W-Ink
sensors in these ten oil samples to determine A) if substrate wetting by the crude oil was easily
detectable by eye, or if the oil would be too opaque to see changes in the underlying color
pattern; B) whether wetting by the crude oil fell within the wettability ranges of commonly used
functional groups such as trifluorosilanes (3F) and decylsilanes (DEC) or whether new
functionalities would need to be explored; and C) the inter-sample variability of the crude oils
received. All ten crude oil samples were tested on both fluorinated ((3F-3Cl)→(13F-3Cl)) and
alkane-functionalized (DEC→(13F-3Cl)) gradient W-Ink substrates, revealing that A) the crude
oil wetting patterns were easily visible, B) the crude oils did wet within the dynamic wetting
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range of both functionalities, and C) the scores were relatively consistent across the ten oil
samples: approximately 77 for 3F substrates and 95 for DEC substrates, on the standard ethanolwater mixture scale of 0 to 110 (Figure 10).

A

B

Figure 10. (A) Scores for ten crude oil samples on (3F-3Cl)→(13F-3Cl) and DEC→(13F-3Cl) gradient substrates
reveal relatively small differences in W-Ink sensor wetting across the oils; this consistency across the samples is not
particularly surprising since they are all compositionally similar and belong to Packing Group I. (B) Representative
images of four such W-Ink sensors (either on (3F-3Cl)→(13F-3Cl) or DEC→(13F-3Cl)) wet by crude oil (left
column), and wet by the ethanol-water mixture corresponding to the assigned score (right column), demonstrating
that color patterns are easily visible in crude oil despite its brown tint and well within the dynamic wetting ranges of
the sensors. However, the extent of visible brown tint can vary depending on the thickness of overlayer.

As discussed in the methods, PG II oils were created by allowing the PG I oils received
from the FRA to lose 20-25 wt%, or ~22-28 vol%, by evaporation. These oils were then
measured on several W-Ink functionalities before and after evaporation to determine if a
difference in W-Ink indicator response could be detected between the PG I and PG II versions of
each oil (Figure 5). As is typical, samples were calibrated in water-ethanol mixtures before use,
such that the numeric values assigned correspond to the percentage of ethanol in water which
produced the same wetting pattern as the crude oil.
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Given that evaporation will result in the loss of the most volatile components of each crude oil,
we expected W-Ink scores to be lower after evaporation, corresponding to decreased wetting of
the substrates. This was found to be true for both 3F and DEC substrates; however, the other
functionalities (TMS = trimethylchlorosilane; 5FP = pentafluorophenylpropyltrichlorosilane;
PTol = p-tolyltrichlorosilane) showed no significant difference between their wettability scores
for PG I versus PG II crude oils (Figure 11A). From these results, we concluded that DEC and
particularly 3F W-Ink sensors are useful for differentiating between PG I and PG II crude oils.

A

C

B

Figure 11. Wetting response of several types of W-ink indicators toward PG I and PG II crude oils. (A) Statistically
significant differences (**=p<0.001, *=p<0.01) were seen for both 3F-3Cl and DEC W-Ink indicators (p=1.6e-6 and
p=0.0014, respectively) between the original PG I oils and the (evaporated) PG II oils; however, no statistical
significance was seen for the other W-Ink functionalities. All sensors have 13F-3Cl as the base of the silane
gradient. Error bars represent standard deviation. For each bar, 3 oils (C, E and J) were tested using 3 W-Ink
indicators each, giving a total N of 9. PTol had only an N of 7 for PG II due to two broken samples. (B) Aggregated
PG I vs II W-Ink scores on 3F-3Cl and DEC gradient sensors, suggesting predictive capabilities of W-Ink for
classification of crude oils. Scores are included for all ten crude oils in PG I (purple) and three in PG II (orange,
created by evaporation), with an n of 3 per crude oil per silane, yielding a total of 90 PG I and 27 PG II data points.
Points are semi-transparent to show the high overlap in scores. (C) Distilled crude oil samples show a steadily
decreasing wetting score with increasing boiling point on 3F-3Cl gradient sensors. The linearity of the data suggests
the possibility of being able to assess the volatility of crude oils on a continuous spectrum based on their 3F score,
particularly if an array of 3-5 sensors is used to produce an aggregate score. Each data point represents the average
of 5 W-Ink sensors; error bars represent standard deviation.
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Given that two silane chemistries, 3F-3Cl and DEC, exhibit sensitivity to changes in
crude oil volatility, we can utilize these two sensor types in a combinatorial fashion to get at the
predictive capabilities of W-Ink for classification of unknown crude oils into PG I and II. As in
Figure 5B and Figure 9A, this combinatorial method can improve predictive accuracy, allowing
adequate distinction between two groups even if one or both sensor types produce slightly
overlapping score ranges for PG I and II. In combining the PG I data from all ten crude samples
(Figure 10A) along with the PG I and II data from three crude samples (Figure 11A), pairing
every 3F-3Cl score with every DEC score from each crude oil to give us 90 PG I data points
(purple) and 27 PG II data points (orange), we see that these packing groups form dense clusters
that are adjacent but not overlapping (Figure 11B). Indeed, a diagonal line can be drawn that
fully separates the two clusters and could serve as the dividing line for classification of new
crude oil samples. However, adding in PG II crude oils closer to the PG I cutoff in terms of IBP
would certainly challenge the current 100% classification accuracy of the dividing line. To
mitigate this, crude oils could be measured on an array of perhaps three 3F sensors and three
DEC sensors, mitigating error due to sensor-to-sensor variation and thus increasing the
robustness of scores.
To further probe the resolution of W-Ink’s crude oil classification capabilities, we used
distillation as an alternate way to produce PG II crude oils, and ones much closer to the PG I/II
IBP boundary than those produced for Figure 11A-B. Distillation also allowed us to produce
incrementally less volatile crude oil samples along a continuous spectrum, rather than at a set
endpoint, as further explained in the methods. As shown in Figure 11C the resultant IBP values
covered a range from 34°C (just below the PG I/II cutoff of 35C) to 54°C (safely within PG II
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but still highly volatile, and far from PG III). Importantly, these relatively small differences in
these IBP are detectable by the aggregate wetting of (3F-3Cl)→(13F-3Cl) gradient sensors, and
neatly follow a linear trend of decreasing score with increasing boiling point, as expected.
Although the scores for adjacent data points are in overlapping ranges, we again suggest that
using an array of 3-5 W-Ink sensors per oil sample, not to mention two or more types of
chemistries, and averaging their wetting scores to get a single aggregate score would give us the
ability to distinguish crude oils with the resolution of 5-10°C changes in IBP seen in Figure 11C.
In such a scenario, these sensors can all be affixed to a single base, such as a glass slide, and
used as one larger sensor, wetted and imaged all together, keeping the workflow the same for
the end user as if there were only one W-Ink sensor were used.

2.2.2 Validating W-Ink Sensors for One-Time Use
In the past, W-Ink sensors were frequently cleaned and reused on multiple test liquids,
with quality control measures ensuring that their wetting behavior stayed the same from one
round to the next. However, for conducting crude oil testing in the field, efficiency and ease of
use would be compromised if the end user had to thoroughly clean and quality-check the sensors
between tests. Disposable one-time-use sensors would be more appropriate and convenient in
this setting. That said, because of sensor-to-sensor variability in the fabrication process, it is
conceivable that in comparison to reusable sensors, for which we can afford stricter quality
control measures, one-time-use sensors could be less precise, i.e. would have a higher variance in
scores for each test liquid, making them less effective. To validate sensors for one-time use, we
repeated an experiment conducted by our colleagues Raymond et al. in 201228

testing a

multitude of liquids on both DEC and 3F W-Ink sensors (or more accurately, DEC→(13F-3Cl)
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and (3F-3Cl)→(13F-3Cl) gradient sensors) We then compared the values and the standard
deviations of scores obtained using one-time-use sensors to those obtained using reusable
sensors. In both situations, an n of 3 sensors was used for each test liquid, and scores from the
same 10 liquids were included. In Figure 12 we can compare and contrast scores obtained for a
selection of these liquids via reusable sensors (A), versus via one-time-use sensors (B). While the
scores of some liquids such as toluene and hexane have shifted with the change to one-time use,
particularly on the 3F sensors, most liquids’ scores remain essentially unchanged, maintaining
the same general wettability trends based on the types of solvents.

A

B

Figure 12. (A) W-Ink scores (in units of % EtOH) obtained using reusable sensors. Adapted (to include all three sets
plus error bars) from Ref. 28 with permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) W-Ink scores obtained using
one-time-use sensors. Error bars represent standard deviation. Scores were obtained for most but not all liquids from
graph A.

In Table 2, we compare the precision of reusable versus single-use sensors by calculating
the average of the standard deviations of their generated scores for each liquid. Across the 3F
sensors, the mean value of the standard deviation for one-time-use sensors was found to be 1.58,
versus 2.75 for reusable sensors. And for the DEC functionality, the mean value of the standard
deviation for one-time-use sensors was found to be only 0.69, due to many liquids scoring
exactly the same across all three sensors. This is also an improvement over reusable sensors, for
which the standard deviation averaged 2.47. All of these values are either roughly equal to or
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lower than the sensors’ scoring resolution of 2.5% EtOH. The fact that no additional variability,
but in fact greater precision, is introduced by using each sensor only once suggests that singleuse sensors are not just more convenient for field testing, but advantageous for improving
reliability.

Table 2. Standard deviations of W-Ink scores obtained for single-use sensors versus reused sensors. When limited to
one-time use, 3F-3Cl and DEC gradient sensors not only match but in fact improve upon the precision of reused
sensors. An n of 3 was used for each test liquid. For the reused sensors only, IOFs underwent quality control
measures to ensure consistent pore neck angles. By contrast, for the single-use sensors, no IOF quality control was
conducted, and all 3 sensors in each set came from different IOFs to increase variability.

To explain this effect, one could postulate that multiple cycles of sensor reuse might
slowly alter or wear away at the surface chemistry of the reusable sensors. This would also
provide a basis for the discrepancies in scores between the two graphs for just a few select
liquids, such as toluene and hexane. These liquids appear more wetting on reusable 3F sensors
than single-use ones; one might suspect that these liquids were among the last to be tested on
reusable sensors, and thus the many rounds of wetting and cleaning prior to their use eroded or
modified the hydrophobic silane coatings, enhancing wettability thereafter. Although quality
control measures after each round of wetting involved re-scoring in two reference mixtures, 90%
and 100% ethanol, and thereby theoretically screening for such changes in wetting since the
previous round, it is entirely possible that the wetting profile of the sensors above or below this
narrow range of ethanol concentrations changed without affecting the wetting at those two
values.
It is worth noting that due to the reuse protocol, only six total sensors, three of each silane
type, are represented in the reuse data. Another explanation could simply be that the three
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reusable sensors per type chosen at random for this experiment are more dissimilar in their
comparative wetting than is representative of reusable sensors. However, these sensors in fact
passed more rigorous quality control of pore angles and wetting than the single-use sensors.
Moreover, the values of standard deviation generated vary greatly from one liquid to the next,
implying that the sensors do not have some inherent wettability difference (such that one sensor
will always score 5% lower on the EtOH scale than another, for instance).

2.2.3 Automating Scoring, Toward the Development of a Field Device
A sensor is imaged in a set of reference liquids, most commonly ethanol-water mixtures,
for visual comparison of the wetting pattern to the test liquid, resulting in score assignment. To
automate this score assignment, a set of Matlab functions were written covering each step of the
process. In brief, the code isolates the sensor in each image, quantifies its wetting, compares the
wetting of the test liquid to the reference liquids, and assigns a score based on the closest match.
These automated methods were first tested on the set of over 500 images taken by
Raymond et al. for differentiating between a variety of organic solvents.28 As seen in Figure
13A-B, good agreement was found between the scores determined by eye and those determined
by the automated analysis. We also repeated the principal component (PC) analysis (Figure
13C), which was visually similar to Figure 6B. And when we used the automated scores alone to
attempt to distinguish between the different liquids, the automated scores correctly identified the
liquids with 72% accuracy, compared to 89% accuracy for the scores determined by eye.
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Figure 13. Accuracy of automated sensor analysis at reproducing visually determined scores (A-B), and at
distinguishing between organic solvents on the basis of the automated scores alone as visualized by PC analysis (C).

To improve the code accuracy, we first needed to improve the image consistency, as
many of the errors in score assignments from the prior dataset were limited by inconsistencies
from one image to the next in saturation, color balance, and presence of glare. At the same time,
we downgraded in camera quality from a DSLR camera to a smartphone-like camera to prove
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that camera quality was not an important factor in producing reliable images, but rather simple
control over lighting using a light box produced the needed image consistency.
The consistency in color and contrast of the resultant images (see Figure 14) served as a
demonstration of the viability of using a simple smartphone camera in a portable device for field
analyses, and also allowed us to easily analyze the samples using an automated program.

Figure 14. Comparison of two representative samples before (top row) and after (bottom row) image
standardization. Images have not been modified except for cropping. Each row shows a single sensor in four
different liquids. The top sample, imaged using an Olympus DSLR camera with inconsistent lighting conditions and
viewing angles, at times shows glare (see bright white spot on third image) and gradients in brightness across the
image, as well as differences in saturation and color balance from one image to the next. The bottom sample, imaged
using an iPod camera and basic light box, has no glare and produces consistent colors and contrast across the
images. Note: Fully wetted areas previously appeared as gray, but now appear as light blue simply due to the
changes in the imaging protocol, not differences in sample preparation.

Additional improvements to the imaging system, as further detailed in the Methods
section, included 1) Standardizing the camera distance and position relative to the sensor to
maintain consistent viewing angles (which could easily be replicated in the field with a simple
hand-held device setting the distance and angle between sensor and smartphone), and 2) using a
black background under the sensor instead of a white one to increase contrast between the sensor
and the background (Figure 15), enabling easier automated sensor isolation. Moreover, crude oilspecific modifications to the code allowed for accurate color assignment despite the variable
tinting of sensors as seen in Figure 10B.
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Figure 15. Improvement in contrast between sensor and background when the white background (left) is replaced
with a black background (right), particularly for the fully wetted areas (blue regions) which can verge on gray in
certain tinted liquids such as crude oil. However, note that maintaining the broader surrounding area white is optimal
for maintaining diffuse lighting, keeping hues consistent from one image to the next even without color correction,
and preventing glare from the surfaces of the sensor, liquid, or petri dish.

For sensors imaged according to the new standardized protocols, and with the
smartphone camera, the automated code was roughly 70% accurate at producing scores within
one ethanol/water mixture (i.e. within 5% ethanol) of the score determined by eye (Figure 16A).
Note that, in contrast to the image dataset used to generate Figure 13A, the new image set
contains sensors in a much broader range of organic liquids, including not just solvents but also
crude oils and distillate products such as gasoline, kerosene, and mineral oils.

B

Calculated Score

Calculated Score

A

y=x (perfect match)
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Correct Score (by Eye)

Correct Score (by Eye)

Figure 16. Agreement between scores determined by automated code versus by eye for sensors in a variety of
liquids including organic solvents, crude oils, and distillate products such as gasoline and kerosene. Adjustments
related to better background contrast and recognition of crude oil tinting led to an improvement from 70%
agreement (A) to 92% agreement (B).
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Additionally, after implementation of the black background in images and the crude oil
tinting recognition in the code, automated scoring improved to 92% accuracy at replicating
visually determined scores (Figure 16B).
Although sensors were still scored by eye throughout the project, the good correlation
between scores obtained by code and by eye serves as proof of principle for automating sensor
analysis in a field setting, eliminating the need for an end user to manually compare each sensor
to a set of reference images. Moreover, the wetting quantification methods applied are used in
isolation extensively throughout this thesis for in-depth analysis of sensor wetting behavior
without the scoring aspects.

2.3 Conclusions
In its first use for complex mixtures, W-Ink achieves a number of successes, effectively
distinguishing between several types of petroleum distillates (even when sampled from a range
of distributors), and crude oils of differing PG. The added demonstrations of the sensors’ ability
to be used as disposables without affecting the variance in scores and of the potential for
automated analysis by smartphone further highlight its promise for use in remote settings. The
limits of the sensors’ resolution are approached as the crude oils get closer to each other in IBP,
but the use of multiple sensors in an array—not to mention the implementation of later findings
discussed in Chapter 4—nonetheless show promise for distinguishing between PG I crudes and
PG II crudes whose IBPs are only 10-20°C above the cutoff. In practice, this could simply mean
that a percentage of fairly volatile PG II crude oils would be conservatively assessed to be PG I
oils and transported as such. Although this would slightly reduce the potential cost savings of
implementing real-time field testing of crudes, the rapidity with which the test can be conducted
(< 1 minute) is likely still to make testing worthwhile in the interest of public safety.
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2.4 Materials and Methods
PMMA Colloid Synthesis
For use in IOF fabrication, a monodisperse colloid of PMMA microspheres was
synthesized using surfactant-free emulsion polymerization as described elsewhere.26,42-44 Briefly,
200 mg of ammonium persulfate initiator and 90 mL DI water were added to a 500 mL threeneck round-bottom flask and held at an internal temperature of 90°C for 1 hour with continuous
stirring at 400rpm. A monomer solution of 10.5 mL methyl methacrylate, 189.6 µL EGDMA,
and 47.3 µL dodecanethiol was prepared separately, sonicated for 5 minutes, then injected by
syringe into the reaction vessel (maintaining stirring and temperature). After 3-6 hours, the
synthesized colloid was removed from heat and filtered through tissue to remove large
aggregates. The colloid was then dialyzed against water to remove unreacted reagents, replacing
the water every 24 hours, for a total of at least 10 repetitions. Particle size and monodispersity
were confirmed by scanning electron microscopy. All reagents were sourced from SigmaAldrich and used as received. See Appendix for a detailed experimental protocol.

Silica Inverse Opal Fabrication
Fabrication of silica inverse opal films was carried out as published elsewhere.1,2 Briefly,
a 2:3:2 solution of TEOS:EtOH:0.01M HCl solution was prepared and the hydrolysis reaction
was allowed to proceed for 1 hour at room temperature. Meanwhile, silicon wafer substrates
were cleaned in piranha solution. Next, 0.5% hydrolyzed TEOS solution by volume, 0.1%
PMMA colloid solid content, and DI water up to 12-14 mL total solution per vial were added to
3-dram vials. A silicon wafer strip was suspended vertically in each vial using binder clips,
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centered front-to-back but slightly off-centered to one side. The vials were placed in a 65°C oven
for 2-3 days, or until the liquid fully evaporated. The colloidal template was removed by
calcination at 500°C. TEOS was sourced from Sigma Aldrich. See Appendix for a detailed
experimental protocol.

Manufacture of Gradient W-Ink Sensors by Silanization
IOF substrates were functionalized with vertical gradients of two silane chemistries as
detailed elsewhere.27,28 Briefly, IOFs were cleaned in EtOH and activated in piranha solution or
plasma, then placed in a desiccator under continuous house vacuum with fresh desiccant and
three 25 µL vials of 13F-3Cl silane. After 24h, substrates were removed from the desiccator,
submerged in water for 20 minutes to maximize ambient humidity in the pores, then dried and
cured on a hot plate at 150°C for 20 minutes. A short burst of oxygen plasma was used to
remove the upper layers of silane, followed by immediate re-functionalization in a second silane.
For most silanes, such as 3F-3Cl, PTol, and 5FP, the same protocol was used as for 13F-3Cl.
However, for TMS, due to its volatility, silanization was conducted in a closed container without
vacuum instead of a desiccator. After 24h, the sensors were again submerged in water and cured
at 150°C. Each IOF was then broken horizontally into several sensors (typically 4-8 per IOF),
each approximately 5 mm x 12 mm in size. Sensors were washed in EtOH to remove small
debris created by IOF breakage. Silanes were purchased from either Gelest or Sigma Aldrich and
used as received. See Appendix for a detailed experimental protocol.
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W-Ink Sensor Selection for Experiments
As a general rule, experiments on W-Ink sensors were carried out using an n of 3 sensors
per test liquid, and each sensor was used only once. For the distilled crude oils, an n of 5 was
used instead. With rare exceptions, the three sensors per test liquid were selected from three
separate IOFs, preferably IOFs functionalized in separate rounds of silanization to even out any
effects of silanization inconsistencies.

Image Capture
Image capture was accomplished and standardized with the use of a smartphone-like
camera, a small light box, and an overhead light source (Figure 17A). The camera was a 5th
Generation iPod Touch rear-facing 5MP “iSight” camera with a tap-to-focus feature and
automatic color and contrast balancing. The light box was made out of a cardboard box with
white paper for the image background and a combination of tissue paper and white translucent
plastic for the top and sides to filter incoming light. A small black paper rectangle was also
placed under some sensors for better contrast between sensor and background, as well as for
ensuring each sensor was imaged in the same location within the lightbox. A single lamp placed
above the box served as the main light source, though ambient light was also allowed in. The
iPod was placed on a stand to maintain the height from which images were taken (approx. 7 cm).
To keep the viewing angle consistent, the sensor was also maintained in the same region of the
image by using the iPod camera gridlines (Figure 17B). Three dots made by black marker on the
white background served as a focus aid, enabling the image taker to tap on them on the iPod
screen to focus at the level of the sensor.
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B

Figure 17. (A) Image capture standardization using a simple light box, smartphone-like iPod camera on a fixedheight stand, and light source. (B) An unmodified image captured by the iPod, with gridlines overlaid as they would
be seen on the iPod screen during imaging. For consistency, each sensor was aligned with the upper horizontal
gridline and centered between the two vertical gridlines in the image. The glass petri dish holding the sensor and
surrounding liquid can be seen here. Labels corresponding to the sensor name and the liquid are also placed
underneath the petri dish to identify the image, along with three marker dots on the lightbox background that help
with keeping the picture in the same place in the lightbox and focusing the camera (via the iPod’s tap-to-focus
feature). Not always present, but depicted here, are also a black background for the sensor, and a color palette
(intended for color balancing but found to be unnecessary).

For imaging in most reference and test liquids, including gasoline and diesel, sensors
were imaged while submerged in approximately 10 ml of the test liquid in a small glass petri
dish. For imaging in crude oil, however, sensors were dipped in the oil, then the excess was
gently rinsed off with water (which is insoluble in the oil and incapable of wetting the
functionalized hydrophobic sensors), and the sensor was submerged under 10 ml of water to
prevent oil evaporation during imaging.

Scoring by Comparison to Ethanol-Water Mixtures
Sensors were imaged in a series of ethanol-water mixtures and then a test liquid, allowing
for visual comparison of test liquid wetting to reference standards for score assignment, as
previously described. 26,28 In essence, each sensor was first imaged in the ethanol-water reference
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mixtures, starting with IPA then 100% EtOH, 95% EtOH, and so on, proceeding down in ethanol
concentration in 5% vol increments until concentrations were reached in which the sensor no
longer exhibited wetting, typically between 50-70% EtOH (depending on the silane chemistry).
Sensors were dried by air jet or by wicking with tissue paper between subsequent wettings.
Sensors were then imaged in a test liquid, such as crude oil, as described above. Visual
comparison of the wetting pattern generated in the test liquid to those generated in the reference
liquids was used to assign a score equal to the percent EtOH that created the most similar pattern.
If the test liquid’s wetting fell midway between two sequential EtOH mixtures, it was assigned
the average of the two values, i.e. it would receive a score of 92.5 if it fell between the wetting of
90% and 95% EtOH. If there were slight discrepancies in the wetting patterns generated by the
test liquid versus by the EtOH mixtures, priority was given to the visual similarity of the fully
wetted (blue) areas over the exact color matching of the less-wetting regions.

Gasoline and Diesel Procurement
Three regular unleaded gasoline and three diesel samples were procured from the pumps
of local Boston-area gas stations in volumes of approximately 1 gallon each. Two national-brand
gas stations were chosen, as well as one independent gas station with only a single location.
Samples were stored in appropriate carboys and tested on W-Ink sensors within a week to a
month of procurement.

Crude Oil Procurement and Initial Characterization
Ten crude oil samples, each approximately 300 ml, were provided courtesy of the U.S.
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) from the Bakken region in glass bottles. We labeled
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these samples in no particular order with the letters A through J. The FRA additionally provided
our team with the compositional analysis of each oil sample as completed by the FRA and/or
Department of Transportation (DOT). These physical and chemical analyses were used for direct
comparison to the wetting results of W-Ink indicators. According to the analysis of the crudes
performed by the FRA and DOT, the composition of all ten crude oil samples as received
included roughly 10 vol% C1-C5, and their IBP were below 35°C. Thus, the samples were
classified as belonging to Packing Group (PG) I.

Generation of Packing Group II Oils
In order to produce crude oil samples belonging to PG II for comparison to and
differentiation from the PG I oils, aliquots of crude oil samples were left open to air in the fume
hood overnight, with their mass loss measured. This procedure allowed them to lose 22-28 vol%
(20-25 wt%) by evaporation. This was in accordance with the provided compositional analyses
that indicated approximately 9 vol% C1-C5 hydrocarbon content, which should be essentially
absent in PG II oils, and approximately 38 vol% total C1-C9 hydrocarbon content, the less
volatile portion of which (C6-C9) should be present in PG II oils. The effect on boiling point
should be to push it from its initial value of roughly 30-35°C to over 100°C, although we did not
measure this. Petroleum industry scientists estimate that a Bakken crude oil’s volume loss would
need to exceed 40%, and its boiling point exceed 216°C, before being classified as a combustible
liquid instead of by PG.45
Distillation was also used to generate PG II oil samples, particularly aiming for ones
closer to the PG I/II threshold and along a more continuous spectrum of boiling points/volatility
than the overnight evaporation method. Crude oil H was chosen due to its relatively low reported
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IBP (29°C). A 40 ml aliquot of this crude oil was placed in a two-neck distillation flask
connected to a thermometer in one neck and a condenser in the other, further connected to a
collection flask sitting in a cooling bath of acetone and dry ice. The distillation flask was heated
using an oil bath and insulated with aluminum foil. The temperature was gently raised until
boiling was achieved. The initial boiling point was confirmed to be 29°C as reported by the FRA
data, based on the first droplet that fell off the thermometer, in accordance with ASTM D86,46
the distillation-based method commonly used to measure crude oil IBP. Then, four crude oil
samples with successively higher boiling points were produced by gently heating to inner
temperatures approximately 5-10°C above the previous temperature, and removing a small
aliquot (~2.5 ml) of the residual fraction by Pasteur pipette from the distillation flask (i.e. the
flask containing the starting solution, not the collection flask). Care was taken to remove the
aliquots quickly to minimize vapor loss and temperature reduction during sampling. Distilled oil
samples were stored in small glass vials, capped and taped shut, until they could be measured via
W-Ink wetting shortly thereafter. Five (3F→13F)-3Cl gradient W-Ink sensors were used for per
distilled oil sample.

Crude Oil Final Characterization
To compare the crude oil samples’ compositions as used in experiments versus as
analyzed before shipment to Harvard, aliquots of all ten samples were sent out for analysis at
Intertek, 10 months after receipt from FRA for analysis of light fractions (C1-C9) according to
ASTM D7900.47 This was important not only to assure the integrity and consistency of the oils
used in our experiments throughout the course of the project, but also to validate our assumptions
regarding how much mass loss by evaporation would be appropriate for producing samples of
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PG II crudes. The results of the second analysis are depicted in the Appendix, in Figure 46
through Figure 49.
We also measured the total sulfur content for each crude oil sample according to ASTM
D4294 using an Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) Spectrometer SPECTRO
XEPOS III equipped with a 50-watt palladium X-ray end-window tube and a highly ordered
pyrolytic graphite secondary target. The total sulfur content was determined by K-alpha 1 line
intensity of sulfur at 2.306 keV. Standard solutions of n-butyl sulfide in dodecane with known
concentrations of sulfur were used for the calibration. See Table 4 in the Appendix for the results
of the analysis.

Automated Scoring
Automated scoring code was split into separate Matlab functions governing each step of
the process: sensor isolation, wetting quantification, assembly of a database of quantification
values for the corresponding reference liquids, and assignment of a score based on comparison to
the database. There are also functions for meta-analyses comparing the accuracy of automated
score assignment to scores determined by eye.
The sensor is isolated from its surroundings using a combination of edge detection and a
saturation threshold if the background is white (Figure 18A), or thresholding based on brightness
if the image background is black (Figure 18B). Use of the black background is preferred for
enhanced contrast as previously discussed (see Figure 15).
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B

Figure 18. Automated isolation of a sensor from the image background, using (A) edge detection for a white
background, versus (B) brightness thresholding for a black background.

After the sensor is isolated, its colors are converted from RGB to CIELAB space, and the
image is sorted into seven colors based on comparing each pixel’s a* and b* values to seven
characteristic a* b* value pairs, one per color, and assigning the pixel to the color it is nearest to
(Figure 19A). (Note that we ignore the lightness value, L*, to make the analysis more robust to
small variations in environmental brightness). In CEILAB space, a* values range from green to
magenta, while b* values range from blue to yellow. For sensors featuring the full spectrum of
colors, we see a slightly hollow teardrop-shape of pixel values (Figure 19B), with the point of the
teardrop extending toward the upper left corner, i.e. the combination of low a* values and high
b* values characteristic of the saturated neon green shade reflected by the least-wetting regions
of our sensors.
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Figure 19. (A). Automated isolation of the full sensor from the background (i) is followed by splitting the sensor by
color. Note how the divisions between the seven color buckets accurately follow the vertical color stripes on the
sensor caused by differences in number of pore layers. Colors from (ii) to (viii) are blue, purple, pink, red, orange,
yellow, and green, in order of most to least wetting. (B) Visualization of the sensor image’s pixels in CIELAB color
space, which is used to determine each pixel’s color based on the shortest Euclidean distance to a characteristic a*b*
value pair chosen in advance for each color.

To account for shifts in colors caused by the orange-brown tint of crude oil, adjustments
are made to the idealized values assigned to each color on the CIELAB color map depending on
the severity of tinting. This specialized tailoring of the automated code improves its accuracy for
crude oil sample analysis in particular but could be applied to other tinted liquids as well. As
seen in Figure 20, crude oil tinting results in higher b* values (y axis) in CIELAB color space.
The automated code detects the upward shift of the CIELAB color maps as crude oil increasingly
tints the indicators, and adjusts the color assignments accordingly. Thus, what is visually gray is
still labeled as blue, and so on, producing more accurate automated scores without affecting
monochromatic but normally-tinted samples (e.g., second image of Figure 20), whose color maps
may appear different from the norm due to the near absence of certain colors, but are not
vertically shifted.
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Figure 20. CIELAB color maps (top row) assigned to the W-Ink indicators wetted with crudes (bottom row) show
upward shifts in values depending on severity of tinting. Dotted lines are overlaid as a visual aid to see this shift.
Taking into account the severity of tinting from crude oil can be used to make more accurate color assignments.

To quantify the sensor’s wetting, we consider anything deemed blue (the color indicative
of all pores being fully wetted) as “wetted area,” and anything else as “unwetted.” This wetted
area value, taken as a percentage of the total pixels on the sensor, can be used not just to compare
between images, but also to automatically assign a test liquid a score equal to the ethanol-water
mixture that has the most similar percent wetted area value. The sensor in Figure 19A, for
example, has a wetted area of 36%.
As a second method of quantification, the sensors are also assigned a “Color Score” (CS),
which is useful on its own or as a tiebreaker when two calibration (ethanol-water) images have
very similar percent wetted areas (typically within 2% of each other). The CS is based on
assigning each color a value on the arbitrary scale of 1 to 8, wherein green = 1, yellow = 2, and
so on, ending in dark blue = 7 and light blue = 8 (Figure 21B). Then, knowing how many pixels
of a sensor’s image are assigned to each color, we calculate the weighted average of these 8 color
values, giving us a single “average” color number on the scale of 1 to 8. Since green indicates
minimal wetting, and is assigned a value of 1, whereas blue indicates maximum wetting and is
assigned a value of 7 or 8, a higher color score indicates greater wetting. This measure is
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particularly useful for distinguishing between two sensor images with minimal or equivalent blue
areas, but with differences in the other colors (Figure 21A).

A

B

Figure 21. Differentiation by Color Score (weighted hue average, on a 1-8 scale) when wetting is similar. (A) The
same sensor, placed in increasingly wetting ethanol-water mixtures from left to right, has approximately the same
percent wetted area (4.5-4.7%) in all three mixtures but has consistently increasing color score, due to the section of
the sensor that shifts in hue from pink to purple. Thus, CS allows the three images to be distinguished. (B) The eight
colors, depicted as their b* vs a* values in CIELAB space, are assigned the adjacent value from 1 to 8. The eighth
color comes from splitting blue hues into dark blue (7) and light blue (8).

Finally, brightness thresholding is used to distinguish sensors as a secondary tiebreaker,
by differentiating between light blue from dark blue regions. Light blue indicates all layers are
wetted and dark blue indicates only one layer unwetted. If two sensor images match closely in
percent wetted area and color score, percent dark blue can thus be used to determine the better
match (Figure 22).

75% EtOH
% Wetted = 17.2
%Dark Blue = 6.2
80% EtOH
% Wetted = 18.1
% Dark Blue = 3.8
Light Blue

Sensor

Dark Blue

Figure 22. Tie-breaking is based on the presence of dark blue hues (arrows) when wetting and CS are very similar.
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Chapter 3. Adapting W-Ink to Aqueous Mixtures for
Biomedical Applications
3.1 Introduction
Medical diagnostic and screening tests that can be performed in nonclinical settings using
noninvasive techniques have made great strides in the last couple of decades. By eliminating the
need for expensive equipment, medical expertise, and invasive sample collection such as a blood
draw or tissue biopsy, such point-of-care tests can increase access to healthcare for resource-poor
areas as well as improve patients’ ability to monitor their own and their dependents’ health at
home.
Urine in particular is a promising medium for at-home screening and monitoring, due to
its ease of collection, large sample volumes, frequent availability, and almost nonexistent
biosafety risk. A number of medical maladies can potentially be detected through urinalysis,
including liver diseases, diabetes, renal diseases, and urinary infections. The correlations
between the presence of various urinary analytes and their corresponding disease states are wellestablished.48 Some of these analytes can even affect the urine’s physical properties. For
example, bile acids, typically recirculated through the enterohepatic system and eventually
excreted in the feces, can be excreted in urine as a result of liver disease, bile duct blockage, or
changes in the intestinal microbiome.49 The bile acids, which serve to solubilize fatty molecules
in the intestinal tract, act as surfactants in urine, lowering its surface tension by as much as 18%
in jaundiced adults.50-52 While a number of reagent-based urine dipstick tests are widely
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available, and the century-old Hay’s Test purports to detect bile salts based on whether sulfur
powder sprinkled onto urine floats or sinks,53 the qualitative nature of all these tests limits their
utility.
A more quantitative, user-friendly, at-home test for bile acids in urine would be directly
applicable for diagnosing intrahepatic cholestasis of pregnancy (ICP), a condition occurring in at
least 1% of pregnant women marked by elevated serum and urine bile acid levels, with as much
as 10 to 100 times the healthy levels in urine.54,55 Higher incidence rates have also been
described in certain subgroups, including incidence rates reaching over 25% in native
populations in Chile.56 The concentrations of serum bile salts in affected women are typically in
the 100 μM range but can reach over 500 μM,57 with particular increases in the taurine
conjugates and other sulfated conjugates of cholic and chenodeoxycholic acid.58 This condition
is highly manageable if detected, typically by blood test.56 However, if left untreated as it often
is, it not only causes extreme discomfort for the woman (pruritus), but is associated with
increased risk of poor pregnancy outcomes including preterm birth, respiratory distress
syndrome, and even fetal death, prompting calls for a more rapid diagnostic method.59 Enabling
expectant mothers who suspect they have ICP to test themselves at home would help them
advocate for their own health and that of their unborn child.
Another application for which a simple urinary test would be useful is the detection of
neonatal jaundice via urine specimens. Jaundice, the yellowing of the skin and the sclera, is
actually a symptom of a buildup of excess serum bilirubin, a molecule released during hemolysis
of red blood cells. This condition, called hyperbilirubinemia, has a number of etiologies but is
often due to a breakdown in the enterohepatic circulatory system, which can affect the
circulation of bile acids as well, rerouting them into the urine and affecting urine’s properties.49-
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In adults and older children with obstructive jaundice, the link between the severity of

hyperbilirubinemia and the decrease in urine surface tension due to the urinary excretion of bile
acids is well-established.50,51,60,61 However, since there is a multitude of pathological origins
potentially underlying jaundice in adults that a urine test would not be able to distinguish
between, and moreover the most common causes are chronic illnesses such as alcoholic liver
disease or hepatitis, the utility of a test for adults is limited.
Neonates, on the other hand, often experience a version of hyperbilirubinemia called
physiologic jaundice, for which an at-home test would be extremely useful. Approximately 4 out
of 5 newborns experience this form of jaundice due to elevated serum bilirubin levels in the first
week or two of life.62 While benign and transient in most cases, the condition becomes serious in
10% of term and 25% of near-term newborns, to the point of requiring treatment with
phototherapy or exchange transfusion.63 If left untreated, extreme hyperbilirubinemia can cause
kernicterus, a devastating condition of permanent brain injury. Often, the development of severe
hyperbilirubinemia occurs after the child has been sent home from the hospital, placing the
burden of assessment and monitoring in the home and outpatient settings. Because of the poor
correlation between the visual appearance of neonatal jaundice, as assessed by the physical
exam, and serum bilirubin levels,64 accurately knowing serum bilirubin levels currently requires
doctor’s visits and often drawing blood. These factors combined have led to calls for the
development of an affordable, noninvasive, point-of-care detection method for physiologic
jaundice.65
Currently, both blood tests and transcutaneous light-based tests are used clinically to
measure neonatal serum bilirubin levels, and good correlation is reported between both.66
However, due to the need for a blood sample for the former and a costly device for the latter,
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neither of these can be used in the home setting. A bilirubin test that is noninvasive, costeffective and easy for a non-expert to conduct would be useful for parents at home, family
practitioners in their own office, and even community health workers in limited-resource
settings.
Since W-Ink wetting depends on both the liquid’s physical properties, such as surface
tension, and its chemical properties, such as its chemical affinity for a particular surface, we
expect that colorimetric readouts from W-Ink indicators can be used to extract information from
a urine sample and relate it back to the patient’s bilirubin level.
Interestingly, unlike in adults, the literature is short on evidence of a direct correlation
between neonatal jaundice and bile acid secretion into urine. There is plenty of indirect evidence
in the literature indicating that in jaundiced neonates, whose hepatic excretory functions are still
developing,67,68 urinary excretion of bile acids spikes concurrently with the serum bilirubin.68-70
This seems to parallel the way hepatic origins of jaundice in adults lead to lowered urinary
surface tension, but a definitive relationship has not been shown. Thus, for lack of existing
studies, we decided to explore whether there is indeed good correlation between urinary surface
tension and hyperbilirubinemia in neonates, and if so, whether we can design W-Ink photonic
sensors to detect it. If a correlation is found, the development of this technology could reduce
inconvenient visits to doctors’ offices and blood drawing facilities by enabling bilirubin testing
in nonclinical settings, increase infants’ comfort by reducing the need for phlebotomy, and allow
for the early treatment of hyperbilirubinemia and the prevention of kernicterus.
In this chapter, we take on the development of new aqueous-compatible versions of WInk, explore the capabilities of the sensors for detecting bile acids in urine for both ICP and
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neonatal hyperbilirubinemia, and conduct a clinical trial into the relationship between urinary
properties and serum bilirubin levels in neonates with hyperbilirubinemia.

3.2 Results and Discussion
3.2.1 Establishing New Silane Gradients and their Wetting Patterns
In order to use W-Ink sensors for analysis of any aqueous-based liquids, we first need to
establish new silane gradients appropriate to the higher surface tension ranges and less
hydrophobic chemistries. As shown in Figure 23, the most successful methods for achieving this
hydrophilic wetting require eliminating the use of the extremely hydrophobic 13F silane entirely
and shifting the less hydrophobic silanes typical of the top layers, such as 3F, DEC, and TMS, to
the bottom layers.

Figure 23. Adaptation of W-Ink sensors’ chemical gradients to different dynamic wetting ranges. Whereas typical
methods are tailored to organic/low surface tension liquids (left), new methods are tailored to aqueous/high surface
tension liquids (right). These often use some of the same silanes as the organic sensors, but shift them to the bottom
layer, leaving the top layers bare and hydrophilic. This bare silica chemistry is often represented by “OH” for the
hydroxyl groups left on the surface after partial removal of silane by plasma. Schematics adapted with permission
from Ref. 27. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
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We then use a short duration of oxygen plasma, as before, to partially remove these silanes, but
instead of backfilling with a second silane as the top layer, leave the silica bare, which we denote
by “OH” for the hydroxyl groups generated by the plasma. (We did briefly explore the use of
alternate silanes as the top layer, but ultimately did not find chemistries that were both
sufficiently hydrophilic and robust).
Notably, we also introduce another silane chemistry, 3F-1Cl, the monochlorinated
equivalent to the trichlorinated 3F-3Cl. Although the side chains are identical, the wetting
patterns generated for the two 3F silanes are nonetheless quite dissimilar in low-percent-ethanol
mixtures, as depicted visually in Figure 24. Even though the 3F-3Cl sensor has been plasma
cleaned sufficiently to have approximately 20% wetted area in water, its wetting pattern does not
change over this range of ethanol-water mixtures.
OH→(3F-3Cl)

OH→DEC

OH→TMS

OH→(3F-1Cl)

Water
5% EtOH

10% EtOH
15% EtOH
20% EtOH
25% EtOH
30% EtOH
Figure 24. Representative images of inverse opal sensors featuring chemical gradients from bare (“OH”) at their top
layers to one of four silanes at their bottom layers, shown wetted in ethanol-water mixtures ranging from 0 to 30%
EtOH. The sensors functionalized with 3F-3Cl show no change in wetting with increased ethanol; DEC shows small
incremental changes across the whole range; and TMS shows drastic wetting increases, culminating in a fully wetted
sensor by 25-30%. In contrast to 3F-3Cl, 3F-1Cl does show suitability for this range of surface tensions/aqueous
mixtures, with a wetting pattern somewhere between those of DEC and TMS.
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By contrast, 3F-1Cl and the other two functionalities exhibit visible, often drastic,
changes in wetting over the range of low-percent-ethanol aqueous mixtures, demonstrating their
utility for aqueous solutions. Their wetting trends are not qualitatively identical, though, which
raises the question of which one(s) may be most promising or versatile as aqueous sensors.
As a side note, in contrast to the wetting of hydrophobic, two-silane W-Ink sensors,
wetting in these hydrophilic sensors tends to show poor respect for the sharp edges of the pore
layers, instead creating a gradual color transition from the light blue of fully wetted regions into
red/orange shades. (For comparison, see the crisp color boundaries on wetted hydrophobic
sensors in Figure 5C, Figure 10B, and Figure 20.) We suspect that this may be an effect of the
lack of a second silane treatment for the upper layers, leaving a less well-defined transition from
the bottom surface chemistry to the top compared to the hydrophobic silanes.
Quantification of these new sensor varieties’ wetting trends by automated image analysis
confirms what we see qualitatively in the images, that the different silane chemistries exhibit
distinct wetting patterns (Figure 25). First, OH→TMS and OH→(3F-1Cl) sensors exhibit nearly
twice the total change in wetted area (and in Color Score as an alternate metric, Figure 25B)
from water to 30% EtOH compared to OH→DEC. (As expected, OH→(3F-3Cl) sensors exhibit
no sensitivity to ethanol at ≤ 30% concentrations.) This indicates that generally, the TMS- and
3F-1Cl-based sensors have higher overall resolution, since they exhibit greater sensitivity to the
incremental changes in ethanol. Second, the changes between adjacent points, not just from
beginning to end, hold more nuanced resolution information: just as the overall change points to
overall resolution, a steeper slope between two adjacent points indicates higher-resolution
sensing capabilities within that smaller percent ethanol range (or surface tension range – but see
Chapter 4).
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Figure 25. Wetting patterns for four types of gradient W-Ink sensors as a function of percent ethanol in water. The
same sensors were quantified by two methods, wetted area (A) and color score (B), to demonstrate that the two
quantification methods give comparable results. To facilitate comparison between silanes, all values are reported as
the increase in wetted area or color score relative to the values obtained for the same sensors wetted in pure water,
since only relative not absolute values matter; hence the y axes are listed as “arbitrary units” for simplicity. Each
data point represents an n of at least 5 sensors. Error bars represent standard deviation. Because there is some
variation from one sensor to the next in the number of pore layers and thus the absolute ranges in wetting (i.e. one
might go from 30% to 80% wetted whereas another from 30% to 100% wetted across the ethanol/water spectrum),
these error bars get progressively larger with increasing percent ethanol; nonetheless, in our experience the overall
wetting trends depicted are representative of the trends seen for each silane as a whole.

By this metric, we see that DEC-based sensors are actually quite high-resolution at low
percent ethanol values (< 10%), as are TMS-based sensors; conversely, 3F-1Cl-based sensors are
relatively insensitive in this region. Across the mid- to upper-ethanol ranges, DEC sensors drop
off in sensitivity, but TMS and 3F-1Cl sensors both show sustained high resolution. Finally, at
the highest ranges of 25-30% EtOH, 3F-1Cl sensors outperform both of the other types. In the
case of TMS, this sudden loss of sensitivity at the top end is simply because the sensors have so
rapidly increased in wetting across the rest of the range that they tend to reach their fully wetted
state at 25%. This could potentially be ameliorated by using inverse opals with several more pore
layers of thickness.
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3.2.2 Application to Bile Salt Detection in Urine
Two conjugated bile salts, sodium taurocholate (NaT) and sodium glycocholate (NaG),
were evaluated for their effect on the surface tension of water and of artificial urine solution
(Figure 26). We found that in water, they exhibit minimal effect on surface tension until
concentrations exceed 100 μM, and that a 1 mM solution of either bile salt has a surface tension
of roughly 67 mN/m. In an artificial urine soution,71 which has only about 1-2 mN/m lower
surface tension than deionized water, the surfactant effects of bile salts begin at an order of
magnitude lower concentration, leading to surface tensions of approximately 62 mN/m at 100
μM, and 56 mN/m at 1 mM.

A

B

Figure 26. Surface tension of bile salt solutions as a function of concentration in water (blue) and in artificial urine
solution (orange), as measured by Wilhelmy plate method (A) and pendant drop method (B). Good agreement is
seen between the two measurement techniques. Note that with the addition of intermediate data points in (B), we see
not only that the surface tension measurements are lower in artificial urine than water as is also true in (A), but that
bile salts begin affecting the surface tension at a lower concentration, roughly 10 μM. In water, bile salts only begin
affecting the surface tension between 100 μM and 1 mM.

As the critical micelle concentration (CMC) of these bile salts hovers around 3 mM,72
this drop to 56 mN/m at 1mM should in theory be close to the minimum surface tension they can
achieve. However, it is quite likely that our bile salt/artificial urine solution does not fully
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recapitulate the properties of urine, and that these values could go lower for real urine specimens.
Indeed, Mills et al. recorded urinary surface tensions in healthy adults and saw values as low as
48 mN/m with bile salt concentrations of < 100 μM.52 This could indicate that there are other bile
salts that cause greater effects on surface tension, or that interactions between multiple types of
bile salts (or between bile salts and other missing urinary components) cause an enhanced
surfactant effect that we are unable to capture with single-bile-salt solutions. Nonetheless, our
artificial urine solutions suffice for capturing the basic trends of bile salt-induced surface tension
reduction, if not their absolute values.
In analyzing W-Ink wetting of these bile salt solutions, we found it somewhat more
difficult than usual to make direct comparisons between wetting patterns generated by the bile
salts and those generated by ethanol. Although 1 nM mixtures fairly consistently wet the sensors
in patterns visually identical to the baseline solution of water or artificial urine (not surprising
considering that bile salt solutions are indistinguishable in surface tension from baseline at that
concentration), in many instances, 1 μM and (to a lesser degree) 1 mM solutions seemed to wet
in patterns distinct from those generated by the base solution, but also from those generated by
ethanol-water mixtures (Figure 27). This rendered assigning scores difficult.
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Sensor 1

Sensor 2

Sensor 3

Water
5% EtOH
10% EtOH

1 µM NaT
Figure 27. Representative wetting patterns generated by 1 μM sodium taurocholate in water on OH→TMS gradient
sensors, compared to the lower end of the ethanol-water scale. Note how the wetting patterns generated by the bile
salt solution do not particularly match those generated by water or by ethanol-water mixtures.

By instead quantifying the wetting patterns by automated code relative to those generated
by the baseline solution of either water or artificial urine, we can tease out significance (Figure
28). Here, we see that although wetting is too variable in 1 μM solutions to reliably detect a
difference from baseline, all three sensor types demonstrate significant, often substantial,
increases in wetting in 1 mM bile salt solutions. Thus, the sensors’ threshold of detection is
between 1 μM and 1 mM. Similar results were seen when quantification was based on color
score instead of wetted area (see Appendix, Figure 50).
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Figure 28. Change in wetting for three types of gradient W-Ink sensors, (A) in aqueous bile salt solutions compared
to the same sensors in water, and (B) in bile salt/artificial urine solutions compared to the same sensors in artificial
urine. Each bar represents an n of 3-4 sensors. Quantification is based on wetted area. Error bars represent standard
deviation. *=p<0.05; **=p<0.005. (p=0.0085 for OH→(3F-1Cl) in 1mM bile salt/water; p=0.0015 for OH→TMS in
1mM bile salt/artificial urine; p=0.047 for OH→DEC in 1mM bile salt/artificial urine.)

Although numbers are difficult to find for neonates, bile salt concentrations between 10 μM and
100 μM were found in the urine of healthy (non-jaundiced) adults.52 It is likely that increases
above those baseline levels would be detectable by W-Ink sensors.

3.2.3 A Clinical Trial for Neonatal Hyperbilirubinemia
Of the ten neonatal patients recruited for the study, four were determined by serum
bilirubin testing to have direct hyperbilirubinemia based on a serum direct bilirubin
concentration above 2 mg/dL (one of which also exceeded the TSB threshold) (Table 3). Such
direct hyperbilirubinemia is typically indicative of a more serious condition, such as biliary
atresia or hepatitis, and would likely require extended hospitalization. An additional two were
determined to have physiologic (indirect) hyperbilirubinemia based on a serum total bilirubin
(TSB) concentration greater than 15 mg/dL. This is the type of hyperbilirubinemia that is usually
transient, but merits phototherapy above the given threshold to prevent potential brain damage.
The remaining four patients had bilirubin values below both thresholds and were thus determined
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to be healthy. Note, however, that Patient 1 has values equal to or exceeding secondary
guidelines for ratios of direct to total bilirubin that may merit follow-up, such as direct bilirubin
that exceeds 20% of the total, or 1 mg/dL of the total if TSB < 5 mg/dL.73 Additionally, the
respective 15 mg/dL TSB and 2 mg/dL direct bilirubin thresholds used here are based on the
lower limits recommended by the American Academy of Pediatrics for determining the use of
phototherapy in full-term infants of at least 5 days in age;73 thresholds in fact begin at 5 mg/dL
TSB at birth and slowly ramp up to those values. Moreover, these thresholds are lower in preterm infants, and additional risk factors play a role as well, such as race, exclusive breastfeeding,
and prior siblings having received phototherapy. TSB readings have a variance of approximately
5% for lower-range values (TSB < 12.9 mg/dL) , but as high as 17.5% for TSB > 14.9 mg/dL.62

Table 3. Clinically recorded serum Total Bilirubin (TSB) and Direct Bilirubin values for ten neonatal patients
suspected of hyperbilirubinemia. Values shaded in gray exceed thresholds for hyperbilirubinemia, set at 15 mg/dL
for TSB (physiologic hyperbilirubinemia) and 2 mg/dL for direct bilirubin (direct hyperbilirubinemia). Note that
patient 8 exceeds both thresholds. Additionally, Patient 1’s direct bilirubin levels exceed secondary guidelines,73 and
would thus by some clinics’ protocols merit subsequent monitoring.

Characterization of the urine specimens obtained from these ten patients showed an
unfortunate lack of trend between urinary surface tension and either measure of serum bilirubin
concentrations (Figure 29). Such lack of correlation suggests that surface tension as a proxy for
bile salt concentration in urine is inadequate at capturing the intricacies of neonatal
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hyperbilirubinemia. The explanation for this may be multipart. One potential contribution may
be the unavoidable procedural delay between bilirubin testing and urine procurement. Several
hours were required for parental consent to be obtained, cotton balls to be placed in the diaper
during routine care, and of course for the neonate to urinate. As TSB values can change by more
than 5 mg/dL per day,73 it is conceivable that some of the bilirubin readings would have been
different had they been taken closer to the time of urine collection. Nonetheless, such
misalignment of data is unlikely to be significant and frequently-occurring enough to fully
account for the lack of correlation.

A

B

Figure 29. Correlation between urinary surface tension and serum bilirubin levels for ten clinical trial patients, in
terms of (A) TSB and (B) direct bilirubin. Vertical lines indicate thresholds for values requiring treatment. Poor
correlation is seen between surface tension and either measure of serum bilirubin. The horizontal line indicates a
potential surface tension threshold for recommendation of further testing. Each data point represents an n of 3
surface tension measurements.

More mechanistically, one physiological explanation for the lack of correlation might be
found in the context of the many etiologies of direct (conjugated) hyperbilirubinemia, some
intrahepatic and others post-hepatic, some genetic and others viral or bacterial. While some
causes do mirror adult jaundice, others may not all produce the same robust effect of urinary
clearance of bile salts that are seen in adults with obstructive jaundice due to extensive liver
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damage, or at least may not produce it in a way that correlates with the concentration of serum
bilirubin.
As for physiologic (indirect) hyperbilirubinemia, which is diagnosed based on TSB and
which should have essentially the same etiology for every neonate, one might infer that the
physiological connection between bile salt excretion in urine and incidence or severity of
hyperbilirubinemia simply does not exist, or if it does, cannot be teased apart from the natural
variance in urine surface tensions due to factors such as hydration and time of day.50 However,
we see in the data a possibility that some patients could be screened out for having sufficiently
high surface tensions as to be considered healthy. We find it intriguing that although most of the
urines’ surface tensions fall within the narrow range of 53-58 mN/m, with overlapping
measurements covering this entire spectrum, two healthy infants were found to have urinary
surface tensions > 2 mN/m higher than the rest. While it would be unwise to extrapolate too
much from such a small dataset, this does open up the possibility that a urinary surface tension
threshold could exist in the 58-60 mN/m range, such that any values above that could be
screened out as healthy, and any below would require follow-up with a clinician. As a return trip
to the clinic is currently the only option for new parents at home with a visibly jaundiced infant,
a test with 100% sensitivity but only 50% specificity would still save a large percentage of
worried parents an unnecessary doctor’s visit, as only a quarter of neonates with visible jaundice
end up requiring treatment.
Even though the physiological connection between urinary surface tension and neonatal
hyperbilirubinemia is murky, we can assess the ability of W-Ink sensors to distill the complex
information contained in real urine’s surface tension into ethanol-water scores. As such, we
scored the ten neonatal urine specimens on OH→(3F-1Cl) sensors within 48 hours of receipt.
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Given that the wetting patterns of OH→TMS sensors also seemed appropriate for the
application, as detailed in Figure 25 and Figure 28, we had planned to use such sensors for this
purpose as well; however, when we wetted the OH→TMS sensors with the clinical urine
specimens, some or all of the sensors showed 100% wetting in six of the ten urine samples,
introducing significant bias into the remaining scores and thus rendering comparisons ill-advised
between urines on this sensor type. Although optimization of silanization and partial plasma
durations could still render TMS a useful silane in this context, the use of the clinical urine
specimens was time-sensitive and thus impeded our ability to explore such possibilities.
As for the scores obtained on the OH→(3F-1Cl) sensors, only one sensor out of fifty
showed 100% wetting, the rest exhibiting wetting that fell nicely within their dynamic ranges. As
seen in Figure 30, a moderate correlation was found between W-Ink score on OH→(3F-1Cl)
sensors and the surface tension of neonatal clinical urine specimens. Most notably, the average
scores produced by the two urines with high surface tension are at least slightly below those
produced for any other specimen, supporting the notion that—given enough replicates—W-Ink
sensors could be used to screen out those healthy patients with high urine surface tensions from
the rest.
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Figure 30. Correlation between OH→(3F-1Cl) W-Ink score and urinary surface tension for ten neonatal clinical
urine specimens. Each point represents an n of 3 surface tension measurements and at least 5 sensors. Error bars
represent standard deviation.

The fact that the correlation above is not stronger may have to do with the same
intricacies of physiology causing the poor relationship between urine surface tension and serum
bilirubin. There may be other unexpected urinary excretions or procedural issues complicating
the picture of the straightforward relationship between bile salt concentration and surface tension
we expected. However, one would be remiss to ignore the large error bars in the W-Ink scores
obtained. One issue there is that the wetting patterns generated by urine are, like their artificial
urine analogues (see the discussion related to Figure 27 above), difficult to score due to their
non-replication of the wetting patterns generated by the ethanol-water reference mixtures. Using
bile salt solutions of known concentrations as the reference mixtures instead would likely
produce more comparable wetting patterns to urine, facilitating more consistent scoring.
Moreover, we will discuss in Chapter 4 a number of reasons that (3F-1Cl)-based W-Ink sensors
in particular have large variance, and how we can improve their precision going forward.
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3.3 Conclusions
In adapting the W-Ink sensing platform to aqueous solutions, we have developed and
characterized new silane chemistry gradients, and found that the silanes that were most effective
in differentiating between organic liquids are, perhaps not surprisingly, not always the best for
producing robust wetting responses in the aqueous range. We have again tested the limits of
sensitivity for the system and found that depending on the silane, W-Ink sensors can distinguish
as small of differences in surface tension as 5 mN/m, in the case of OH→(3F-1Cl) sensors
detecting aqueous bile salts. These differences in wetting proved tougher than usual to quantify,
however, due to the mismatch in wetting patterns generated by the bile salt solutions and the
ethanol-water reference mixtures. This quantification difficulty likely contributed to the only
modest correlation between surface tension and W-Ink score for clinical urine specimens,
although the complexity of the biological processes and analytes contributing to the urine’s
surface tension may also play a role.
As for the clinical validity of sensing neonatal hyperbilirubinemia through urinary
surface tension, the results are mixed. Although the correlation is not continuous as we might
have hoped from the parallels to adult jaundice, there may be grounds for additional studies with
larger patient pools to assess whether some healthy patients can indeed be screened out on the
basis of unusually high urinary surface tension. If this is the case, since the current standard
protocol is to simply bring back to the hospital any baby that is suspected to be jaundiced, this
screening tool would still be useful for parents and clinicians alike, preventing unnecessary
doctor’s appointments and invasive blood tests for those neonates that can be confidently
declared healthy at home.
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3.4 Materials and Methods

Manufacture of Aqueous W-Ink Sensors by Silanization
IOF substrates were prepared as detailed in Chapter 2 Methods. Silanization protocols
were similar to those used in Chapter 2 and elsewhere,27,28 but with key changes. Briefly, IOFs
were cleaned in EtOH and activated in piranha solution or plasma, then either placed in a
desiccator under continuous vacuum with fresh desiccant and vials of silane (in the case of 3F1Cl, DEC, and 3F-3Cl), or instead in a closed container without vacuum but with desiccant and
vials of silane (in the case of TMS). After 24h in the desiccator, substrates were removed from it
and submerged in water for 20 minutes to maximize ambient humidity in the pores, then dried
and cured on a hot plate at 150°C for 20 minutes. A short burst of oxygen plasma was used to
remove the upper layers of silane. Each IOF was then broken horizontally into several sensors
(typically 4-8 per IOF), each approximately 5 mm x 12 mm in size. Sensors were washed in
EtOH to remove small debris created by IOF breakage. Silanes were sourced from either Gelest
or Sigma Aldrich and used as received. See Appendix for a detailed experimental protocol.

W-Ink Sensor Selection for Experiments
As a general rule, experiments on aqueous W-Ink sensors were carried out using an n of
at least 3 sensors per test liquid. An n of at least 5 sensors was used for the clinical urine
specimens for increased robustness of scoring, as well as for the characterization of wetting
patterns by silane type. In cases where the wetting was quantified by scoring on the conventional
EtOH scale, including both of the above experiments, each sensor was used only once. With rare
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exceptions, the multiple sensors per test liquid were selected from at least three separate IOFs,
typically IOFs functionalized in separate rounds of silanization to even out any effects of
silanization inconsistencies.
In the experiments determining bile salt detection thresholds, some sensors were used up
to three times, starting in the lowest concentration of bile salt and going to increasingly higher
concentrations. In these cases, a thorough cleaning with EtOH and water was conducted between
rounds, and sensors were allowed to fully dry before rewetting. No effect was seen when
comparing the wetting of sensors that were reused to those used only once, likely due to the
orders of magnitude differences between the bile salt concentrations.

Preparation of Bile Salt and Artificial Urine Solutions
The sodium salts of taurocholic acid and glycocholic acid were purchased from VWR
and used as received. The artificial urine solution was based on the recipe created by Brooks and
Keevil,71 with the modifications made by Martinez et al.74 excluding peptone, yeast extract, and
iron (II) sulfate, as the first two were intended as nutrition for microbes and the last was an
immeasurably small quantity. The solution was allowed to stir overnight to fully dissolve all
ingredients, and the pH was adjusted to 6.5 as recommended by Brooks and Keevil. The solution
was stored at room temperature and kept for at most two weeks, as alkalization and precipitation
were observed beyond that time.

Surface Tension Measurements for Bile Salt Solutions
Surface tension measurements for bile salt solutions were conducted by both Wilhelmy
plate method and pendant drop method. The Wilhelmy plate method was performed on a Kruss
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K100 Tensiometer with a platinum plate, immersion depth of 2 mm, withdrawal rate of 10
mm/min, and total analysis time 5 minutes. The plate was cleaned in IPA and DI water and
flame-dried before each use. 50 mL solution volumes were used.
The pendant drop method was performed on a Kruss DSA100 Goniometer with a dosing
rate of 10 μL/min and 10 fps video recording. In each session, a surface tension measurement
was conducted on DI water first to ensure accurate readings. Three density measurements were
recorded for each solution and averaged for use in the automated determination of surface
tension. Three surface tension measurements were recorded per solution, each one calculated by
taking the average value of the plateau region in the Interfacial Tension vs. Droplet Volume plot
for a single droplet video.

Clinical Trial Protocol
A clinical trial was approved and carried out at Boston Children’s Hospital (CHB) in
collaboration with Anne Hansen, MD, to determine the feasibility of a urine-based W-Ink test for
hyperbilirubinemia. Patients were selected from the population of neonates who had recently
undergone bilirubin testing as part of their routine care, whose parents gave consent to
participate in the trial, and who met the inclusion criteria below:
Inclusion Criteria:


0 to 6 months of age



Have undergone serum bilirubin testing within 12 hours of cotton ball collection

Exclusion Criteria:


Have undergone phototherapy less than 6 hours before cotton ball collection or
less than 6 hours before bilirubin testing
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Care was taken to enroll patients with differing degrees and presentations of
hyperbilirubinemia. Dr. Hansen securely accessed the patient’s medical records to record their
serum bilirubin test results. All urine samples and bilirubin values were anonymized before being
provided to Harvard researchers. Thus, patients were simply identified by an assigned number, 1
through 10.
To obtain urine, cotton balls were placed in the patients’ diapers, and later collected
during the patients’ routine care times. The cotton balls were discarded if they were
contaminated with fecal matter. The urine-soaked cotton balls were transported from CHB in
sealed plastic bags to the Harvard University campus, where urine was extracted by compression
of the cotton balls in a syringe.75 Extracted urine specimens were stored in glass vials at room
temperature in the dark until analyzed. Each urine specimen was approximately 2-8 ml in total
volume.
Urine specimens were obtained over a period of 11 months from July 2015 to June 2016.
Each specimen was tested with W-Ink colorimetric sensors within 48h of receipt to avoid
potential issues of changes in urine properties during storage. Likewise, the surface tension of
each urine specimen was also measured within 48h.

Surface Tension Measurements for Urine Specimens
The surface tension of each urine specimen was measured within 48h of receipt, per the
clinical trial protocol, using the pendant drop method on a Kruss DSA100 Goniometer with a
dosing rate of 10 μL/min and 10 fps video recording. A surface tension measurement was
conducted on DI water first to ensure accurate readings. Three density measurements were
recorded for each urine specimen and averaged for use in the automated determination of surface
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tension. Three surface tension measurements were recorded per urine specimen, each one
calculated by taking the average value of the plateau region in the Interfacial Tension vs Droplet
Volume plot for a single droplet video.

Modifications to W-Ink Imaging Protocol for Urine Specimens
For imaging sensors in neonatal urine, the liquid volumes received were too small to fill
even the smallest petri dish, necessitating a change to the usual imaging protocol. Thus, the
sensor was submerged in the urine for 60 seconds to allow the wetting pattern to stabilize (we
observed a gradual increase in wetting over the first ~30 seconds, likely due to the presence of
surfactant facilitating the wetting). Then it was removed carefully from the urine, keeping the
liquid overlayer on the sensor to prevent the wetting pattern from drying during imaging, and
imaged in a dry petri dish.
In artificial bile salt solutions, in which the effect of gradual wetting was also seen but
only within the first ~10 seconds of submersion (shorter than the time it takes to position the
sensor for image capture), imaging was conducted using standard protocols, with the sensors
submerged in the test liquid and the image taken immediately after submersion.

Automated Quantification of Wetting
In experiments where sensor wetting was quantified by automated code rather than by
visual comparison to ethanol-water mixtures, a set of custom Matlab functions was used to
perform these quantifications as detailed in Chapter 1 Methods. Quantification by wetted area
and by color score was performed in each instance, with comparable results for both.
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Chapter 4. Understanding and Improving upon W-Ink’s
Resolution Limits
4.1 Introduction
In demonstrating that W-Ink sensors can distinguish between complex mixtures with only
small differences in composition, naturally questions arise regarding the limits of the sensors’
sensitivity. Indeed, we know that while the sensors may be able to differentiate crude oils that
fall into the mid-range of Packing Group II from those in PG I, and can also display a general
trend of greater wetting with lower clinical urine surface tension, they may struggle with
classifying crude oils whose compositions fall close to the border between PG I and II, and
likewise with diagnosing patients with sufficient accuracy based solely on the urine trendline.
Finding ways to enhance the sensitivity of W-Ink sensors would improve their efficacy not only
for these specific applications but for potentially all W-Ink uses, and would simultaneously
advance our understanding of the chemical and physical interactions happening at the pore
surfaces.
W-Ink’s sensitivity limits likely stem from numerous sources, albeit with some sources
likely being more impactful than others. We can broadly group these resolution-limiting factors
into four categories:
1. Natural variations in inverse opal geometry, such as the distribution of pore neck
angles, and the number of pore layers;
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2. Non-uniformities in silane functionalization, such as sometimes-inadequate surface
activation and heterogeneous or rough coatings;
3. Suboptimal chemistry choices for the test liquid of interest, such as silanes that are
insensitive in wetting to changes in the given test liquid, and reference liquids that do
not wet the sensors in patterns comparable to the test liquid; and
4. Inconsistencies in sensor calibration protocols, such as the amount of time sensors are
allowed to equilibrate between each round of wetting.

The first two categories constitute natural factors, involving complex physical or
chemical processes that result in sensor-to-sensor variability due to the difficulty of precisely
controlling all fabrication conditions. As discussed in Chapter 1, natural variations in the IOF coassembly process have already been quantified in terms of their contributions to the limits of WInk sensitivity,26,27 and as such are not further explored in this work.
However, the silanization process is an additional likely source of sensor variability, with
unknown degrees of sensitivity to conditions such as humidity, surface activation, and method of
deposition (i.e. via vapor or via liquid) which will be explored here. For one, multiple methods
have been used previously to activate the inverse opal surfaces, namely, oxygen plasma and acid
piranha bath. Although these two methods have been used interchangeably at times, we provide
evidence here that the resulting silane coatings are not equivalent in all cases. Second, whereas
silanes with multiple reactive groups, such as trichlorosilanes and trialkoxysilanes, are capable of
branching and creating heterogeneous or rough surfaces as depicted in Figure 31,76 silanes with
only one reactive group, such as chloro-dimethylsilanes, can in theory only produce a monolayer.
Although there is some nascent literature on the difference in silane coatings produced by
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monofunctional versus trifunctional silanes,77-79 some of which indeed indicate a preference for
monofunctional silanes due to higher overall silane content and lower hydrophilic character,80,81
direct comparisons between silanes of interest and on comparable surfaces are hard to come by.
To explore sources of variability originating from the silane deposition process, we compare two
versions of trifunctional fluoroalkylsilanes, trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane (13F3Cl) and trichloro(3,3,3-trifluoropropyl)silane (3F-3Cl), with their monofunctional versions
(dubbed 13F-1Cl and 3F-1Cl, respectively). Across all four silanes, we compare surface
activation by oxygen plasma to activation by piranha solution, as well as a 24-hour vapor-phase
deposition method in a desiccator to a four-hour liquid-phase deposition method in ethyl acetate,
for their effects on the silane coating quality and reproducibility. We demonstrate the differences
in wettability and coating quality for trifunctional versus monofunctional silanes under a variety
of conditions, and in doing so, uncover surprising differences in variability from one silanization
round to the next depending on the type of silane.

Figure 31. Branching and polymerization of trifunctional silanes such as trimethoxysilanes and trichlorosilanes can
result in bumpy, non-uniform surface coatings. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 76. Copyright 2013 American
Chemical Society.
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In contrast to the natural variations produced by the complex self-assembly and
silanization processes, other sources of variability come from protocol-based factors, involving
human choices that may cause sensors that are otherwise sufficiently sensitive to fail to
adequately capture small differences in wettability. One such protocol detail that has been
hitherto left unspecified and thus unstandardized is the amount of time sensors are allowed to
fully dry and equilibrate with the air after being dipped in one reference mixture, before being
put into the next one. We reveal here that use of inconsistent drying times has likely had a
negative effect on our overall sensitivity limits, but that standardization can be used to not only
limit this effect but even mitigate differences in the relative reproducibility of scores across
silane coating types.
Finally, other human impacts on sensitivity involve whether one has chosen the best
silane chemistries and reference liquid mixtures for a given test liquid. While seemingly
straightforward to optimize these choices experimentally, we show here that the silane
chemistries and reference mixtures act interdependently to produce sensor wetting ranges that
expose a more complex relationship than previously seen between sensor wettability and surface
tension.

4.2 Results and Discussion
4.2.1 Role of Surface Activation
Figure 35 illustrates the differences in aqueous contact angle for the four silanes on flat
silicon wafers activated by piranha solution versus by oxygen plasma (Figure 32). Here, we
found that generally, independent of silanization conditions, 13F-3Cl produces a slightly more
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hydrophobic surface than its monofunctional cousin 13F-1Cl, whereas 3F-3Cl and 3F-1Cl seem
equivalent to each other in hydrophobicity. Not surprisingly, the 3F silanes produce consistently
less hydrophobic surfaces than the 13F silanes, which have significantly longer and more
fluorinated chains.

Figure 32. Contact angle measurements for silanes on flat silicon wafers, comparing activation by piranha solution
versus by plasma prior to silanization. All samples were then silanized by vapor-phase deposition. Each bar
represents four samples, each with 3 contact angle measurements, for a total n of 12. Error bars represent standard
deviation.

Although piranha solution creates a much more hydrophilic starting surface than plasma
does prior to silanization, seemingly indicating more robust surface activation than plasma, the
particular chosen activation method seems to have little effect on the hydrophobicity of the
resulting silane coatings.
Compared to contact angle, ellipsometry-based measurements of silane thickness on Si
substrates found much greater differences between piranha-activated versus plasma-activated
surfaces, and between 3Cl versus 1Cl silanes (Figure 33). We see that most of the coatings hover
within a few angstroms of the zero line, within the error of the measurement (and the error bars
present in Figure 33B), meaning they are virtually indistinguishable in thickness from the native
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oxide layer present on the activated but unsilanized controls. In comparing piranha to plasma
activation, we see that plasma activation consistently led to thin coatings. By contrast, 3F-3Cl
coatings are significantly thicker after piranha activation , and 13F-3Cl coatings may have
notable thickness as well, although this difference does not quite reach significance in Figure
33B (p = 0.058).

A

B

Figure 33. Relative thickness of silane coatings deposited on flat silicon wafers under a variety of conditions, as
determined by ellipsometry. (A) Surface activation by plasma versus piranha, followed by vapor-phase silanization
for all samples. N of 1. (B) Piranha activation and vapor-phase silanization only, but with an n of 3, and with each
sample silanized in a separate round to maximize potential variability. Error bars represent standard deviation. * p =
0.031. Because we have not measured the refractive indices of the silane layers, which may index-match the native
oxide layer anyway, these measurements are relative not absolute, provided as increases in thickness compared to
controls that were activated by the same technique as the silanized sample but unsilanized. Note that the same trends
in thickness hold for graph A (blue bars) as in B, despite the lack of replicates in A. This lends some credibility to
the thicknesses found for plasma activation depicted in orange.

As a true test of silane wettability as it relates to W-Ink sensors, we next looked at the
wetting patterns generated by inverse opal films functionalized in a uniform coating of a single
silane (not in a gradient of two silanes). The narrow distribution of pore neck angles in our
inverse opals should produce a fairly sharp wetting threshold, switching from dry to wet once the
liquid mixtures drop below the critical contact angle determining favorability of pore wetting. In
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Figure 34, we compare the trichlorosilanes (A) to the chlorodimethylsilanes (B), as well as both
modes of surface activation. Across the board, the monochlorinated silanes are found to have
lower wetting thresholds than their trichlorinated counterparts. The piranha-activated 13F-3Cl
IOF is essentially nonwetting even in the most wetting liquid mixture we’ve used, equal parts
hexane and ethanol; thus, it was not tested beyond that single data point. When the same 13F-3Cl
silane is deposited on a plasma-activated surface, the inverse opal is just slightly more wettable,
wetting to a moderate degree in the hexane/ethanol mixture, but then immediately drops to its
minimum wetting level in IPA and for the rest of the ethanol-water scale. Similarly, 3F-3Cl
shows no dependence on activation method, matching the contact angle data.

A

B

Figure 34. Wetting thresholds for inverse opals uniformly functionalized with a single silane (no gradient) via vapor
phase. Dotted lines represent activation by plasma prior to silanization; solid lines represent activation by piranha.
The data is split into trifunctional (3Cl) silanes (A) and monofunctional (1Cl) silanes (B) for clarity. Of most
importance are the thresholds for wetting, i.e. the location of the vertical regions of the graphs; the vertical dashed
gray lines illustrate each approximate wetting threshold value, i.e. the % EtOH at the inflection point of each orange
or blue line. The absolute value of the wetting at the plateaus at either end has more to do with individual inverse
opal layer geometries and is not particularly important.

The story is very different for the monochlorinated silanes, whose wetting thresholds are
depicted in Figure 34B. Here, we see that 3F-1Cl’s threshold shifts from approximately 50%
EtOH with piranha activation down to 35% EtOH with plasma activation. Moreover, 13F-1Cl’s
threshold shifts quite drastically, from 95% EtOH to 40% EtOH with the change from piranha to
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plasma activation. This stands in stark contrast to the monofunctional coatings’ prior lack of
sensitivity to the change in activation method, as seen not just by ellipsometry but by contact
angle as well.
The contradictions between the hydrophobicity, thickness, and wetting data regarding the
relative effects of the two activation methods are puzzling on some level. Contact angle
measurements suggest that activation method has no effect on hydrophobicity; ellipsometry data
suggest that only trifunctional silanes are impacted, and that piranha activation leads to thicker
coatings for those 3Cls than plasma; and the inverse opal wetting threshold findings suggest that
only monofunctional silanes are affected, with their wetting thresholds shifting downward from
piranha to plasma. However, there is one consistent takeaway: either the two activation methods
produce equal results, or piranha activation produces better coatings (i.e. thicker 3Cl silane
coatings, and less wettable 1Cl silane coated inverse opals). Piranha activation also does not
require sophisticated plasma equipment, which itself has multiple settings and associated
variability. Thus, piranha activation is the safer choice for making the most robust silanized
surfaces.
As for comparisons of monochlorinated to trichlorinated silanes, both types appear to
exhibit some dependence on activation method. Thus, we considered the role of additional
silanization conditions to further tease out the differences between the silane types and the nature
of the coatings they form.

4.2.2 Role of Silane Deposition Phase
In Figure 35, we reexamined the hydrophobicity of uniform silane coatings on silicon
wafers, but this time in the context of comparing vapor-phase deposition to liquid-phase
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deposition methods for the four silanes, all using piranha activation. Although no effect on
hydrophobicity was seen when altering the activation methods in Figure 32, here we do see a
marked effect of altering the deposition phase. Vapor-phase deposition leads to a much more
hydrophobic surface, on the range of 20° higher in contact angle, than liquid-phase for three of
the four silanes; the one exception is 13F-3Cl, which is quite hydrophobic in both scenarios.

Figure 35. Contact angle measurements for silanes on flat silicon wafers deposited by vapor-phase versus by liquidphase silanization. All samples were activated by piranha. Each vapor-phase bar represents four samples, each with
3 contact angle measurements, for a total n of 12; each liquid-phase bar represents two samples, each with 3 contact
angle measurements, for a total n of 6. Error bars represent standard deviation.

Ellipsometry-based measurements of silane thickness provide further evidence of a
dependence in coating characteristics on deposition phase, but only for certain silanes. Just as
previously shown with both surface activation methods, monofunctional silanes exhibit
negligible-thickness coatings, independent of deposition phase. These results suggest that these
1Cl silanes produce monolayer-thickness coatings regardless of conditions.
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Figure 36. Relative thickness of silane coatings deposited on flat silicon wafers under a variety of conditions, as
determined by ellipsometry. (A) Vapor-phase versus liquid-phase silanization, after piranha activation for all
samples. N of 1. (B) Piranha activation and vapor-phase silanization only, but with an n of 3, and with each sample
silanized in a separate round to maximize potential variability. Error bars represent standard deviation. * p = 0.031.
Because we have not measured the refractive indices of the silane layers, which may index-match the native oxide
layer anyway, these measurements are relative not absolute, provided as increases in thickness compared to controls
that were activated by the same technique as the silanized sample but unsilanized. Note that the same trends in
thickness hold for graph A (blue bars) as in B, despite the lack of replicates in A. This lends some credibility to the
thicknesses found for liquid-phase silanization depicted in orange.

By contrast, the trifunctional silanes exhibit a strong dependence on silanization phase,
interestingly in opposite directions. Whereas vapor-phase 13F-3Cl coatings are relatively thin,
they become thick with liquid-phase deposition, and 3F-3Cl coatings go instead from thick to
thin (Figure 36). This may be due to the differences in the volatility of the two fluorinated
silanes; 3F-3Cl, with a vapor pressure of over 60 mmHg at room temperature, is much more
volatile than 13F-3Cl, whose vapor pressure is < 2 mmHg at room temperature, enabling the 3F
silane to reach the surface more easily in the vapor-phase deposition method, and conversely
hindering its adsorption to the surface in liquid-phase silanization, where it may have a greater
tendency to evaporate out of solution and into the headspace of the closed vial.
Semi-quantitative elemental analysis by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of
silanized flat silicon wafers hints at the same relationships between silane coating density and
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deposition phase as found by ellipsometry. Figure 37 compares the F1s and C1s spectra for all
four silanes after vapor-phase (left) versus after liquid-phase silanization (right).

A

B

C

D

Figure 37. XPS elemental analysis of four types of silane coatings on flat silicon, deposited in (A, C) vapor phase
versus (B, D) liquid phase. (A, B): F1s spectra. (C, D): C1s spectra. In all conditions, wafers were activated by
piranha prior to silane deposition. As expected, 292 eV CF2 peaks are present for 13F but not 3F silanes, and all
samples except the piranha control show some degree of an F1s peak at 689.5 eV and a CF3 peak at 293.5-294 eV,
confirming the presence of silane in all cases. A second control, a wafer that was piranha-activated then placed in
the 13F desiccator without silane, also shows detectable F1s and CF3 peaks. Because both 13F silanes were
deposited in the same desiccator, some cross-contamination is thus likely to have occurred; however, these control
peaks are not nearly as large as those produced in the presence of either 13F silane.

Generally speaking, when all conditions are equal, we find by XPS that the trichlorinated
silanes tend to be present in higher quantities than their monofunctional counterparts. And,
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showing agreement with ellipsometry, the 1Cl silanes appear at roughly the same concentrations
in all conditions, but the 3Cl silanes’ concentrations depend strongly on deposition phase: 3F-3Cl
deposits more strongly in the vapor phase than the liquid phase, and conversely, 13F-3Cl
deposits more strongly in the liquid phase than the vapor phase. (Calculations of F/Si peak ratios
bear this out as well.)
Similar trends were seen in the coatings’ micro- to nanoscale morphologies. Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) revealed vastly different surface features and roughness values for 3Cl silane
coatings than for 1Cl (Figure 38). In most cases, 1Cl silane coatings were nearly as smooth as,
and typically visually indistinguishable from, the piranha-cleaned controls. These findings lend
credence to the hypothesis that monofunctional silanes are only capable of producing
monolayers. As the one exception, 13F-1Cl does exhibit a slight increase in roughness with the
switch to liquid-phase deposition, which is not in agreement with other data, but it is ultimately
still less than half as rough as the trifunctional 13F silane coatings.
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Figure 38. Representative AFM height images of flat silicon wafers silanized in vapor phase (A-D) versus liquid
phase (E-H). From left to right in each row, the silanes are 13F-3Cl, 13F-1Cl, 3F-3Cl, and 3F-1Cl. All samples
(including the control, image I) were activated by piranha. Larger images are 10 μm x 10 μm; insets are 1 μm x 1
μm. All images are on the same 10 nm scale in height, as depicted. (J) RMS roughness, or Rq, for the four silanes,
averaged over at least n of 3 for each condition. Error bars represent standard deviation. Asterisks without brackets
indicate significant difference compared to the unsilanized control. * = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01; *** = p < 0.001.

The 3Cl silanes, by contrast, mostly exhibited rough morphologies, characteristically
featuring a multitude of bumps on the order of 5 nm in height and 100 nm in diameter. These
observations align in general topography, though not in feature size, with “silane islands” seen in
previous literature studies of trifunctional silane coatings.31 These findings suggest that the
trifunctional silanes show a relative preference for reacting and polymerizing with silane
molecules already bound to the surface, rather than nucleating new binding sites (as depicted in
Figure 31).
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In line with the prior analyses, vapor-phase deposition produced rougher 3F-3Cl coatings
than liquid-phase, confirming that these coatings deposit more strongly in the vapor phase;
likewise, 13F-3Cl is the only silane to deposit heavily in the liquid phase, although here, it also
deposits equally heavily in the vapor phase. Its morphology in the two phases is also notably
different.
Aggregating the findings of these analytical methods, we surmise that the use of liquidphase silanization, while still effective at silanizing the surface, tends to reduce the amount of
detectable silane, or at best produce equivalent amounts, compared to vapor-phase silanization
for all silanes except 13F-3Cl. As a result, the surface hydrophobicity of the remaining three
silanes suffers with the use of the liquid-phase protocol. The greater hydrophobicity of vaporphase deposition could simply be attributable to the longer duration of functionalization
compared to the liquid-phase protocol; however, the various data for 13F-3Cl seem to indicate
that its coatings are at least equally substantial, if not more so, in liquid phase than in vapor
phase, undermining this potential explanation. Additionally, 3F-3Cl fully evaporates within
approximately two hours in the vapor-phase under the constant vacuum, so even though the
protocol uses a 24-hour duration, the silane is likely not present to any substantial degree after
four hours, the duration of the closed-vial liquid-phase protocol.
As for those 13F-3Cl measurements, liquid-phase functionalization does at times seem to
produce a more substantial coating, but only in experiments that lacked replicates (ellipsometry
and XPS). When replicates were included, as in the case of contact angle and AFM
measurements, the silane was found to have the same average roughness (and with much more
sample-to-sample variation) and the same hydrophobicity in liquid phase as in vapor phase. This
observation suggests that liquid phase likely leads to greater variation in the 13F-3Cl coatings
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produced, even if they are at times denser than vapor phase. Thus, whether because of greater
hydrophobicity or lower sample-to-sample variability, we conclude that vapor-phase deposition
is the more dependable method for all four silane types under the given conditions.
It should be emphasized that we did not test a range of durations, silane concentrations,
or solvents for the liquid- versus vapor-phase silanization analyses. The same is true of the
activation method analyses, for which we did not explore alternate durations, intensity settings,
or temperatures. Instead, we simply compared protocols previously considered interchangeable
for sensor fabrication. These comparisons are thus inevitably apples-to-oranges, and declaring
one condition universally superior to another or drawing conclusions that, for example,
silanization of a plasma-activated sample will always produce a thin coating as found above,
would far overstep the prognostic capabilities of our data.
Nevertheless, one might be inclined to make a few predictions about the comparative
reproducibility of silane coatings based on their chlorination. Indeed, it would seem that under
most scenarios, monofunctional silanes are likely to generate more reproducible coatings, and
thus potentially higher-sensitivity inverse opal sensors, than their trifunctional counterparts.
After all, the 1Cl silanes produce molecularly smooth films regardless of changes in both
activation method and phase of silanization, unlike the 3Cl silanes, which are sensitive in
thickness and roughness to both protocol changes. That said, the 1Cl silanes’ wetting thresholds
on IOFs are much more affected by the change in activation method than 3Cl silanes, suggesting
that what happens in the pores of an inverse opal may not perfectly match what happens on flat
silicon. Ultimately, we are most interested in the reproducibility of inverse opal based sensors, so
we return to IOFs with only our optimized protocols to test the silane types head-to-head.
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To explore both the wetting threshold profiles found for all four silane types as well as
their reproducibility from one silanization round to the next, we again functionalized IOFs with
uniform coatings of single silanes and imaged them in the full range of EtOH/water mixtures.
However, this time, we then thoroughly removed the silane coatings from the inverse opals using
extensive plasma and piranha, and then refunctionalized the same inverse opals and found their
new wetting thresholds, repeating the full experiment for a total of four cycles. Figure 39A-D
show the round-to-round variation in wetting patterns generated by four inverse opals (one per
silane type), across the four cycles. For ultimate consistency, each inverse opal was taken from
the same larger inverse opal film, ensuring that the geometries of the pore layers and their neck
angles are constant across A-D. Figure 39E and F then show aggregate data over multiple
sensors per silane and multiple rounds, with the shaded regions denoting the variability (by
standard deviation) in their wetting. In these six plots, stark differences in reproducibility
between the trichlorinated and monochlorinated silanes come to light.
In comparing the 13F silanes, we see that 13F-3Cl exhibits variation in how much it wets
in 1:1 ethanol/hexane, but holds steady at minimum wetting in all of the other reference liquids
across the four cycles. On the other hand, 13F-1Cl displays variable wetting not just in the
ethanol/hexane mixture but in IPA (between 100 and C6/Et) and 100% EtOH as well. Although
it then stabilizes at minimum wetting for all cycles, one could imagine that the variation at the
upper end of the scale could nonetheless diminish sensor precision in highly wetting liquids.
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Figure 39. Wetting thresholds for trifunctional versus monofunctional silanes on inverse opals from one round of
silanization to the next, as quantified by percent wetted area. Piranha activation and vapor-phase deposition were
used in all cases. (A-D) Wetting thresholds over four rounds for a single IOF per graph. (E-F) Wetting thresholds
aggregated over 3-4 sensors per silane, over 3-4 rounds of silanization (total n varies from 11 to 16 due to some
sensor breakage). Shaded regions represent standard deviation.
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As for the 3F silanes, 3F-3Cl does exhibit some round-to-round variability in its wetting
threshold, with the value shifting from as high as 75% EtOH during Round 1 to as low as 60%
EtOH during Round 3 for the sensor depicted in Figure 39C. However, concurrent with this
modest round-to-round variability seen for 3F-3Cl is much more substantial variation in the
wetting threshold obtained for the 3F-1Cl inverse opals, ranging from about 70% EtOH at its
highest to 35% EtOH at its lowest, not to mention the variation in the slope of its transition as
well. This considerable variability of the 3F-1Cl silane wettability is borne out in the aggregate
data in Figure 39F as well.
By using the same inverse opal from one round to the next in Figure 39A-D, we have
eliminated any confounding factors related to inverse opal geometry (pore layers, neck angles).
Also note that no general trends are seen from Round 1 to Round 4, i.e. there is no monotonic
increase or decrease in wetting with each passing round for any silane. The lack of a trend
signifies that there is neither a gradual buildup of silane nor an erosion of the silica matrix
(which could hypothetically alter the pore neck angles) as the rounds proceed. Conversely, by
aggregating the data from multiple sensors over multiple rounds in Figure 39E-F, we prove that
this is not unique to the IOF used in A-D. From these data we can state with confidence that
despite the apparent monolayer-like homogeneity of their coating morphologies on flat silicon,
when it comes to the performance of inverse opal sensors, monochlorinated silanes exhibit poor
reproducibility of their wetting behaviors compared to the trichlorinated silanes, even when
using optimal functionalization protocols of piranha activation and vapor-phase silanization.
The at-times contradictory behavior of silanes on flat silicon wafers (or more accurately,
the silicon oxide layer that naturally forms on top of such wafers) versus in silicon oxide inverse
opals may suggest that the two surfaces are more different in practice than their chemical identity
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would suggest. As evidence of this, we know that the sol-gel silica of the inverse opal has a
relatively low refractive index of 1.4026 compared to the more typical silica refractive index of
about 1.46, suggesting that the IOFs are made of a less dense, incompletely hydrolyzed form of
silica. One could also imagine that the surface chemistry or morphology of the IOF pores’
surfaces may be affected by the polymeric colloidal particles that formed the pores prior to their
removal by calcination. Although tough to analyze and confirm due to the complex morphology,
we might posit that the inverse opal pores’ surfaces are generally more variable (e.g., in their
roughness, their density, and their bond orientation at the surface), and at times difficult to
thoroughly modify by silanization. This hypothetical case, although unexplored here as another
potential source of variability, would explain how trifunctional silanes perform more consistently
than monofunctional silanes, since trifunctional silanes can use their ability to branch and
polymerize to compensate for poor attachment to the surface, whereas monofunctional silanes
will simply exhibit poor surface coverage whenever the surface is difficult to modify.

4.2.3 Role of Equilibration Time between Sequential Wettings
Ultimately, monofunctional and trifunctional silanes both have their uses. The sensors
developed in Chapter 3 for aqueous mixtures utilize not only 3F-1Cl, but also TMS, which is a
monochlorinated silane as well. The lower hydrophobicity of 3F-1Cl compared to 3F-3Cl is an
asset in that scenario; however, its poor reproducibility, as shown above, is not. Determining
ways to improve upon the poor reproducibility of 1Cl silanes for such applications where they
are already preferential to 3Cl silanes is thus a priority.
One remaining protocol step yet unexplored for its effect on score reproducibility is
drying or equilibration time. As previously discussed, in order to calibrate a sensor and provide a
basis for assigning a score to a test liquid, each sensor has to be imaged in a range of reference
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liquid mixtures. Typically, in the interest of efficiency, sensors are put through this calibration
process in batches and in as fast a time as possible. The actual timeframes depend on the number
of sensors being calibrated at once, but most commonly the sensor will be allowed to dry for 1545 minutes between sequential reference mixtures. The sensors are physically dried after each
liquid using either an air jet or gentle dabbing with tissue paper, both of which are equally
effective in immediately restoring the sensors visually to their dry iridescent appearance.
Nonetheless, in the continued interest of minimizing score variability, we decided to assess
whether this drying time was sufficient to let the sensors’ pores fully re-equilibrate with the
ambient air, or whether we might instead be able to reduce variability and increase precision in
the scores produced by allowing longer drying times.
In Figure 40, we have obtained scores for a single test liquid, ethyl acetate, on gradient
W-Ink sensors of four types, 3F→13F and DEC→13F each in both trichlorinated and
monochlorinated forms. (This includes our first and only usage of DEC-1Cl, the
monochlorinated counterpart to the silane we’ve been calling simply DEC until now.) As one
might expect from the high variance in the wetting thresholds of monochlorinated silanes, we see
that both types of gradient sensors made from 1Cl silanes produce a wider range of scores for
this model liquid than 3Cl gradient sensors do when using our typical brief drying times (Figure
40). Indeed, the (3F→13F)-1Cl scores have a standard deviation of more than 5% EtOH, with
many scores clustering at opposite ends of its range, at either 85% EtOH or 97% EtOH. By
contrast, while the 3Cl gradient sensors do show variability in their scores as well when using the
brief drying protocol, their standard deviations are much lower, only in the 2-3% EtOH range.
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Figure 40. Variability in W-Ink scores assigned to a single liquid, ethyl acetate, depending on the amount of time
sensors were permitted to dry between sequential wetting in reference liquids. Four types of gradient W-Ink sensors
are compared: 3F→13F using trichlorinated silanes, 3F→13F using monochlorinated silanes, DEC→13F using
trichlorinated silanes, and DEC→13F using monochlorinated silanes. Each cluster of points consists of 18 sensors,
spread out over three rounds of functionalization. Black points represent the mean score. Error bars represent
standard deviation.

When we move to drying times that exceed four hours, ensuring that the sensors have
plenty of time to fully equilibrate with the environment before re-wetting, we are pleasantly
surprised to find an increase in score precision across the board. Remarkably, after lengthy
drying times, all four sensor types reduce their standard deviations to approximately 1-1.5%
EtOH, and maintain the vast majority of their scores within a narrow 2.5% EtOH range. This is
essentially equal to the base-level resolution of W-Ink sensor calibration, since we image them in
increments of 5% EtOH and assign scores in increments of 2.5% EtOH (accounting for wetting
that falls somewhere between adjacent reference mixtures). Because the variability in scores
obtained after brief drying times is so large for sensors made with 1Cl silanes, the switch to
longer drying times has much more of an impact on their scoring precision relative to sensors
made with 3Cl silanes, which were more consistent to begin with.
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We next assessed whether the improved score reproducibility seen with longer drying
times also translates to higher resolution at classifying crude oil by packing group. As seen in
Figure 41, this seems to be the case for sensors made with monochlorinated silanes, but not for
those made with trichlorinated silanes, which show approximately the same statistically
significant drop in score from PG I to II crude oil, regardless of the change in drying protocol.
On the positive side, using longer drying times cuts the standard deviations of the scores
obtained with monochlorinated silane sensors almost in half. Although their mean scores are
essentially unchanged by the lengthening of drying times, this increase in score precision allows
the same 4% EtOH drop in score from PG I to II crude oil to reach significance (p = 0.012) for
the (3F→13F)-1Cl sensors. In this way, we demonstrate that while 1Cl silanes have more issues
with reproducibility than 3Cl silanes, these issues can be reduced with careful control over
protocols, and insignificant differences in scores can be converted into significant ones.
Nonetheless, increasing drying times from approximately 30 minutes to 4 hours adds a
significant amount of time to the sensor preparation process, meaning that trichlorinated silanes
still maintain their edge over monochlorinated silanes as the more reliable choice, for lack of
distinct need to extend the drying times.
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Figure 41. Ability of W-Ink sensors to distinguish between crude oil belonging to PG I versus PG II, depending on
the amount of time sensors were permitted to dry between sequential wetting in reference liquids. Two types of
gradient W-Ink sensors are compared: 3F→13F using trichlorinated silanes, and 3F→13F using monochlorinated
silanes. Sensors made with trichlorinated silanes show a significant reduction in score from PG I to II, and good
score reproducibility (small error bars), regardless of the amount of drying. Samples made with monochlorinated
silanes, however, only show a significant reduction in score from PG I to II when sensors are allowed long drying
times, due to poor reproducibility of scores with shorter drying times. Each bar represents an n of 9 sensors, spread
out over three rounds of functionalization. *=p<0.05. Error bars represent standard deviation.

These results have implications not just for crude oil or other applications that might use
these particular hydrophobic silane gradients, but also for aqueous applications, including our
demonstrated detection of bile salts in urine. Although a moderate correlation was seen between
W-Ink score and urinary surface tension, the variability in scores for that application was higher
than we have seen in practically any other use of W-Ink, likely due to the usage of 3F-1Cl as the
sensors’ only silane. We have now demonstrated that this silane, under typical protocols, exhibits
wide variability in its wetting behavior from one silanization batch to the next. By using lengthy
standardized drying times, and perhaps even introducing quality control based on the wetting
patterns of the sensors, future studies can mitigate some of the variability attributable to this
silane, and thereby enhance its reliability at categorizing urine by bile salt concentration.
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4.2.4 Moving Beyond Ethanol-Based Reference Liquids
As discussed in Chapter 3, the mismatch between wetting patterns generated by urine/bile
salt solutions and those generated by ethanol-water reference liquids created difficulty in visually
scoring the bile-salt-containing liquids, and likely contributed to the high variation in scores
produced by OH→(3F-1Cl) sensors (see Figure 30 and related discussion), in addition to the
silane reproducibility issues discussed immediately above. In the interest of trying to find
reference liquid mixtures that better capture the wetting patterns of bile salt solutions and thereby
potentially increase sensor score reproducibility in one more way, we discovered interesting
differences in the relationship between surface tension and wetting patterns as a function of
reference liquid mixtures (Figure 42).
Although the three sets of reference liquids tested all produce steady changes in wetting
from one concentration to the next, the surface tension ranges over which these wetting patterns
are generated are shifted depending on the reference liquid. Note that whereas propylene glycolwater mixtures of surface tension 50 mN/m produce a mostly wetted sensor, ethanol-water
mixtures at this same surface tension produce a wetting pattern virtually indistinguishable from
water, the least-wetting end of the spectrum. Then, when comparing wetting patterns of an
OH→TMS senor in ethanol-water mixtures versus in aqueous solutions of the nonionic
surfactant Pluronic F-127, ethanol-water mixtures are now the more wetting mixture at 50
mN/m.
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Figure 42. Representative images of wetting patterns generated for W-Ink sensors in three different aqueous
reference liquid mixtures. On the left, an OH→(3F-3Cl) sensor exhibits much greater wetting in propylene glycolwater mixtures (“PG”) than it does in ethanol-water mixtures (“EtOH”) of comparable surface tensions (S.T.) On the
right, an OH→TMS sensor exhibits much greater wetting in ethanol-water mixtures (“EtOH”) than it does in
aqueous solutions of Pluronic F127 (“Pluronic”) of comparable surface tensions. These images demonstrate the
different dynamic wetting ranges achievable as a function of reference liquid mixture chemistry. Despite having
overlapping surface tension ranges, different reference liquids will wet the sensors to differing degrees for the same
surface tension (here, this is most obvious at 50 mN/m).

Quantification of these wetting patterns by wetted area is presented in Figure 43A-C for
the three reference liquid mixtures, and for three different aqueous W-Ink gradient silane
chemistries (Figure 52 in the Appendix shows that quantification by color score produces nearly
identical trends to quantification by wetted area). These plots demonstrate that the relationship
between wetting and surface tension is not 1:1, but rather also a function of the liquid’s chemical
compatibility with the sensor surface. Although this notion that the wettability of a W-Ink sensor
is based on not just the physical properties of the liquid but also its chemical affinity for the
silanized surface is not new, and in fact has informed the basis of W-Ink sensing from the start,
underlying the combinatorial use of multiple sensor types to identify a test liquid. However, until
now, the idea has never been applied to the reference liquid side of the equation. By choosing a
set of reference liquids whose surface tension versus wetting relationship for a given sensor type
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better matches that of the test liquid (Figure 43D, for example), we anticipate that the wetting
patterns will be more comparable visually between test liquid and reference liquid, enabling
more reproducible scoring.
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Figure 43. Wetting patterns as a function of surface tension for three types of aqueous gradient W-Ink sensors, (A)
OH→TMS, (B) OH→(3F-1Cl), and (C) OH→DEC, across three sets of reference liquids: propylene glycol-water
mixtures, ethanol-water mixtures (the typical reference liquids), and aqueous Pluronic F127 surfactant solutions.
Quantification is based on percent wetted area, relative to the wetted area of each sensor in water. (D) Images of two
sensors in a clinical urine specimen and the mixtures that most closely match in wetting, demonstrating that whereas
ethanol matches in wetting at a much lower surface tension than that of the urine, 18-23 mN/m lower than urine,
propylene glycol wets with a relatively similar surface tension to that of urine, only 6 mN/m lower than the urine’s
surface tension. The propylene glycol mixture on the right also better captures the green color of the right edge of
the sensor in urine than the ethanol mixture, in which the sensor’s right edge is tinted red.

Choosing an appropriate reference liquid mixture would also facilitate the adaptation of
W-Ink sensors for new applications. With the Chapter 3 work aiming to sense bile salts in urine,
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for example, had we recognized at the start that urine has a more similar surface tension versus
wetting relationship to propylene glycol-water mixtures than to ethanol-water mixtures as seen in
Figure 43D, we could have anticipated that OH→TMS sensors would be overly wetting for this
application (at least as they are currently prepared), since the urinary surface tension range of 5362 mN/m is entering the fully-wetted plateau of propylene glycol-water mixtures on OH→TMS .
In contrast, these surface tensions fall well within the dynamic wetting range of propylene-glycol
water mixtures on OH→(3F-1Cl) sensors, in agreement with our findings that those sensors were
appropriately wetting for the application. However, we did not recognize this ahead of time due
to our use of ethanol-water mixtures as the reference liquids, which for both types of sensors are
actually at the lower-wetting end of their dynamic range for those same surface tension values.

4.3 Conclusions
Previously unstudied aspects of the W-Ink technology, such as the silanization and
reference liquid wetting protocols used, have been demonstrated to produce at times drastic
differences in the reproducibility of the system. While it is difficult to extrapolate some of the
findings from the unique setting of wetting in inverse opals, to broader scientific inferences, the
findings comparing the relative reproducibility of monofunctional and trifunctional silanes
coatings have merit beyond W-Ink, and are underexplored in the literature. It is encouraging to
see that, in cases where certain less reproducible coatings still outperform their trifunctional
versions, such as with 3F-1Cl for aqueous W-Ink, implementing more conservative, if less
efficient, protocols for sensor re-equilibration as well as more carefully choosing the reference
liquid set may help to mitigate such tradeoffs in silane coating performance.
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4.4 Materials and Methods
Surface Activation
Surface activation by piranha solution consisted of submersion of samples for 1 hour in 3
parts sulfuric acid to 1 part 30% hydrogen peroxide solution, heated to 120°C. Afterward,
samples were thoroughly rinsed in DI water, then ethanol, then dried by air jet.
Surface activation by oxygen plasma consisted of exposure for 2 minutes in a Diener
Femto PCCE plasma cleaner at 0.20 mbar vacuum pressure and 100% power.

Vapor-Phase Silanization of Silicon Wafers and Inverse Opals in Uniform Silanes
The vapor-phase silanization of flat silicon wafers and inverse opals in uniform silanes
was carried out largely according to the same protocols used in Chapters 2 and 3 for the
silanization of inverse opal sensors, minus the formation of a gradient. Inverse opals were left
whole, or a silicon wafer was broken into square pieces approximately 1 cm2. Activation (see
above) was followed by silanization in a desiccator under continuous vacuum with fresh
desiccant and vials of silane solution. A volume of 100 μL was used per vial x 2 vials for the 3F
silanes, which fully evaporated within a few hours for both versions. A volume of 25 μL was
used per vial x 3 vials for the 13F silanes, which was only about 50% evaporated after 24h for
both versions. After 24h, substrates were submerged in water for 20 minutes, then dried and
cured on a hot plate at 150°C for 20 minutes. Afterward, substrates were rinsed in ethanol and
dried by air jet.
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Liquid-Phase Silanization of Silicon Wafers in Uniform Silanes
A silicon wafer was broken into square pieces approximately 1 cm2. Activation (see
above) was followed by submersion in a 1 mL solution of ethyl acetate (dried using molecular
sieves) containing 2.5% by volume silane in a 20 mL closed glass vial. After 4 hours, the
substrates were removed from solution, rinsed gently with ethanol to remove remaining silane
solution, then dried and cured on a hot plate at 150°C for 20 minutes. Afterward, substrates were
rinsed in ethanol and dried by air jet.

Contact Angle
Contact angle measurements were recorded using a Kruss DSA100 Goniometer in sessile
drop mode with 5 μL droplets, dispensed at 60 μL/min. Angles were calculated by the LaplaceYoung method. Three droplets were measured per silicon wafer, times 4 silicon wafers per
condition.

Ellipsometry
Ellipsometry measurements were performed on a Woollam V-VASE32 vertical angle
spectroscopic ellipsometer at the Harvard Center for Nanoscale Systems (CNS) at angles of 65
and 75 degrees. Thickness was fit using a model for SiO2 on Si with a set refractive index. Thus,
values determined were relative, not absolute. Although some measurements were recorded as an
n of 1, others were recorded for an n of 3 silane-coated samples, each taken from a different
round of silanization. All measurements were conducted on flat Si wafers.
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XPS
XPS elemental analysis was performed on a Thermo-Scientific K-Alpha XPS with a
monochromated Al source at Harvard CNS. Survey spectra were taken as well as high-resolution
spectra for F1s, C1s, and Si. Peak fitting was conducted using Igor software. An n of 1 silicon
wafer per condition was used.

AFM
AFM analysis was performed on an Asylum-1 MFP-3D AFM System at Harvard CNS,
using AC200TS tips (Asylum Research) in tapping mode with a 1V target amplitude and 1 Hz
scan rate. For calculations of RMS roughness, height images were masked to exclude large
debris and flattened by second-order flattening.

Automated Quantification of Wetting
In experiments where sensor/IOF wetting was quantified by automated code rather than
by visual comparison to ethanol-water mixtures, a set of custom Matlab functions was used to
perform these quantifications as detailed in Chapter 1 Methods. Quantification by wetted area
and by color score was performed in each instance, with comparable results for both.
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Chapter 5. Future Outlook
As the trend in this thesis is to push W-Ink to its limits both in terms of the range of
liquids it can analyze and the resolution of discernment that it can achieve, future work would
continue in the same vein. One observation we have made is that, despite expanding our list of
possible reference liquids, all of our scales still end at water as the least-wetting end. Moreover,
the difference in wetting between water and the next data point on most of the silane chemistries
is relatively small in most reference liquids, even when the surface tension drop is sizeable
(Figure 43). Thus, distinguishing between liquids that wet more or less equivalently to water is
mostly beyond the limits of W-Ink’s capabilities due to the nonspecific nature of its wetting
response and its relative insensitivity to liquid changes in high surface tension ranges. Liquids
that have even higher surface tensions and thus would likely tend to wet W-Ink even less than
water, such as high molar salt solutions, are even further out of the range of detection.
One potential way around this is to uniformly lower the surface tension of high surface
tension mixtures through the addition of small amounts of solvent,82,83 shifting them into surface
tension ranges for which the W-Ink sensors show the greatest wetting response. Preliminary
work was conducted with bile salt solutions in artificial urine (Figure 44), as well as high molar
solutions of two salts, barium chloride an ammonium sulfate (Figure 45). In the case of bile salts,
surface tensions do not uniformly decrease from the black line but instead tend to flatten out in
slope. Nonetheless, at the lower concentrations of solvents, the difference in surface tension
between 10 μM and 100 μM bile salts may still be significant enough to improve their
differentiation by shifting into a more responsive wetting range of W-Ink. Moreover, the surface
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tensions at 10 μM tend to be a few mN/m higher than those of the corresponding concentrations
of solvent in artificial urine; thus, shifting with solvents may enable sensors to distinguish 10 μM
concentrations of bile salts from bile salt-free urine, which are otherwise equivalent in surface
tension.

Figure 44. Lowering of the surface tension of bile salt solutions in artificial urine through the addition of solvent,
either ethanol or propylene glycol (PG).

As for the high molar salt solutions, even though care was taken to use lower
concentrations of solvents as to not cause precipitation, surface tensions in fact reversed the
direction of their trend with increasing molarity following the addition of solvent. This was
unexpected and may be avoided by further optimization of the choice of solvent and
concentration. Nonetheless, large differences in surface tension were still achieved with the
addition of solvent, and shifted into ranges W-Ink can measure, unlike their unaltered surface
tension ranges that exceed water and thus the upper end of W-Ink’s scale.
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Figure 45. Lowering of the surface tension of high molar salt solutions in water through the addition of solvent,
either ethanol or propylene glycol (PG). Left: Barium chloride solutions. Right: Ammonium sulfate solutions.

Continuing further down this line, additional modifications to the test liquids or to the
testing protocols could be envisioned as well, some that even add a level of chemical specificity
to the generalized wetting response. These might include precipitating out certain unwanted
constituents in a complex mixture that confound the wetting response caused by the presence of
a different analyte; or testing the wetting of a mixture before and after some kind of treatment
(e.g., heat or irradiation) that degrades or modifies certain components and therefore changes the
wetting. In the case of detecting the presence of certain molecules that can absorb to the pore
surface, particularly amphiphilic ones, one might consider wetting a sensor twice, first with the
test liquid to modify the IOF’s surface (depending on the concentration of the molecule in the
liquid) and second with a reference liquid, whose wetting would be altered due to the new
surface chemistry. Such modifications to the test liquid or the analysis protocol, rather than to the
W-Ink sensors themselves, would constitute a new paradigm in W-Ink sensing.
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Appendix: Supplementary Information
Supporting Data
Chapter 2
Comparison of Crude Oil Composition Before and After Experiments
As discussed in Chapter 2 Methods, the ten crude oil samples were sent for outside
analysis after experiments, for comparison to their compositions prior to receipt. Although the
initial and the later analyses were conducted ten months apart and according to different ASTMs,
the compositions of all samples correlated very closely to their initial state with regard to each
component (Figure 46-Figure 48) and overall content (Figure 49). According to the later
analysis, the average C1-C5 content in the samples was still very high (~9 vol%) and the samples
still belonged to PG I. Moreover, the average total light hydrocarbon content (C1-C9) only
slightly decreased, from 38 vol% to 36 vol%. Both the initial and the recent compositional
analyses allowed us to assume, with a high degree of confidence, the reliability of the
evaporative method used for obtaining PG II oils, since their final composition should be totally
lacking in C1-C5 while still containing roughly 10 vol% C6-C9.
Additionally, in-house XRF analysis of the total sulfur content in all the samples found
values of less than 0.3%, in agreement with the measurements performed by the FRA and DOT
prior to shipping (Table 4).
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Figure 46. Changes in the C2-C4 hydrocarbon content (vol%) in the crude oil samples after ten months. Although a
quarter to a third of ethane is lost, this molecule makes up only a tiny fraction of the total C2-C4 content, and the
others are proportionally much less affected. Thus, only small changes are seen in the overall C2-C4 hydrocarbon
content from the initial to the final analysis.

Figure 47. Changes in the C5-C6 hydrocarbon content (vol%) in the crude oil samples after ten months. Minimal
changes are seen in any of the C5-C6 hydrocarbons from the initial to the final analysis.
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Figure 48. Changes in the C7-C8 hydrocarbon content (vol%) in the crude oil samples after ten months. Although
approximately a fifth of ethylbenzene is lost, this molecule makes up only a small fraction of the total C7-C8
content, and the others are largely unaffected. Thus, only minimal changes are seen in the overall C7-C8
hydrocarbon content from the initial to the final analysis.

Figure 49. Change in total C1-C9 hydrocarbon content (vol%) in ten crude oil samples after ten months. Only small
changes are seen in the total light hydrocarbon content from the initial to the final analysis. Note that a negative
change for sample I has been determined which is likely a result of an inaccurate determination of the density of this
sample at one of the analyses.
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Crude Oil Sample
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

Sulfur Content (%)
0.190
0.129
0.092
0.099
0.088
0.133
0.210
0.116
0.155
0.183

STD
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Table 4. XRF analysis of total sulfur content in ten crude oil samples revealed low levels in all crude oil samples
received, matching the data provided by the FRA.

Chapter 3
Secondary Quantification of W-Ink Wetting in Bile Salt Solutions
Quantification by Color Score instead of by percent wetted area yielded significant
differences at the millimolar level but not at the micromolar level (Figure 50), as seen by wetted
area.

A

B

Figure 50. Change in wetting for three types of gradient W-Ink sensors, (A) in aqueous bile salt solutions compared
to the same sensors in water, and (B) in bile salt/artificial urine solutions compared to the same sensors in artificial
urine. Each bar represents an n of 3-4 sensors. Quantification is based on color score (CS). Error bars represent
standard deviation. *=p<0.05. (p=0.011 for OH→(3F-1Cl) in 1mM bile salt/water; p=0.019 for OH→TMS in 1mM
bile salt/artificial urine; p=0.014 for OH→DEC in 1mM bile salt/artificial urine.) Compare to Figure 28, which uses
quantification by wetted area.
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Chapter 4
Secondary Quantification of Wetting Thresholds by Color Score

A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 51. Wetting thresholds for trifunctional versus monofunctional silanes on inverse opals from one round of
silanization to the next, as quantified by color score. Piranha activation and vapor-phase deposition were used in all
cases. (A-D) Wetting thresholds over four rounds for a single IOF per graph. (E-F) Wetting thresholds aggregated
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Figure 51 (continued). over 3-4 sensors per silane, over 3-4 rounds of silanization (total n varies from 11 to 16 due
to some sensor breakage). Shaded regions represent standard deviation. Compare to quantification by wetted area, as
shown in Figure 39.

A

B

C

Figure 52. Wetting patterns as a function of surface tension for three types of aqueous gradient W-Ink sensors, (A)
OH→TMS, (B) OH→(3F-1Cl), and (C) OH→DEC, across three sets of reference liquids: propylene glycol-water
mixtures, ethanol-water mixtures (the typical reference liquids), and aqueous Pluronic F127 surfactant solutions.
Quantification is based on color score, relative to the wetted area of each sensor in water. Compare to the wetting
patterns as quantified by wetted area, shown in Figure 43.
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Detailed Experimental Protocols
PMMA Colloid Synthesis
Summary:
This procedure makes about 100 ml total volume of W-Ink-sized monodisperse poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) colloid (~260-280nm diameter). For greater volumes, multiply the
numbers and use a larger flask as appropriate, although anecdotally, scaling up tends to greatly
increase polydispersity. To get larger or smaller diameter colloidal particles, follow the tips at the
end for altering the protocol.

Equipment and Materials:


3-neck 500 mL round-bottom flask



Condenser and water pump/supply



Silicone oil bath



Hot plate with thermocouple



Thermometer and thermometer-holding glass stopper (wrapped in fresh Teflon tape)



Glass or rubber stopper (if glass, stopper should be wrapped in fresh Teflon tape)



Large football-shaped magnetic stirrer



Clamps/stands, as needed



Glass 20 mL scintillation vial



Sonicator



≥10 mL plastic syringe and large-diameter (≤18 gauge) needle



Kimwipes and glass funnel for filtering
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Dialysis tubing and large (~3L) plastic jug for dialysis



Deionized (DI) water

Reagents:


Ammonium persulfate (APS) – free-radical initiator



Methyl methacrylate (MMA) – monomer



Ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA) – crosslinker



1-dodecanethiol – chain-transfer agent / capping agent

Setup:


Set the hotplate to roughly 96°C and begin heating the oil bath, stirring at 400 rpm. (You
can add a paperclip to the oil bath if it doesn’t contain one, to keep it stirring.)



Connect the thermocouple to the back of the hotplate and insert into the oil (so that the
hot plate will be measuring the oil temperature). Use a clamp to hold it in place.



Add the magnetic stirrer to the flask, then clamp the flask in place such that it is
submerged in the bath as far as possible. Make sure it stirs well.



Connect the condenser to the flask’s center neck. Turn on the water pump/supply to begin
running the condenser.



Insert the thermometer and its stopper into one of the side necks of the flask, so that you
can monitor the internal temperature of your solution. This will often be 6-12 °C lower
than the hot plate’s set point.
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Insert the other stopper into the third neck. You will insert reagents through this neck
later on.

Procedure:


Add 200 mg APS and 90 mL DI water to the flask. Let stir for at least one hour.



Before proceeding, make sure the solution temperature is holding steady at 90°C. Adjust
the hot plate set point to get there as needed.



To the scintillation vial, add 10.5 mL MMA (be sure to use a glass pipette as acrylates
will react with the large plastic pipettes), 189.6 µL EGDMA, and 47.3 µL dodecanethiol.
Sonicate this for 5 minutes.



Use the needle and syringe to inject the vial contents into the flask as fast as possible
without creating too many bubbles. (Beware of hot steam.) Ensure that the needle tip
does not touch the flask’s contents.



Make sure the mixture recovers to 90°C. The solution should turn white within the first 5
or 10 minutes. Leave the mixture for 3-6 hours before removing from heat. Let cool.



Pouring through a double layer of Kimwipe tissue inside a clean glass funnel to filter out
large aggregates, transfer the colloid to dialysis tubing. Use DI water to rinse any
residual contents from the flask or funnel into the tubing.



Check the color of the residue on the flask or funnel as an indication of colloid size. If the
residue is bluish, the particles are probably in the right size range for W-Ink. Green = too
large (~280-350 nm); pink = too small (~200 nm)
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o It is also advisable to take out a small (µL) volume of the filtered colloid here and
place a droplet onto a silicon wafer piece for more accurate size determination by
SEM.


Place the full dialysis tube into the dialysis jug full of DI water. Replace the water every
24 hours, for a total of at least 10 cycles (10+ days). Transfer the cleaned colloid to a
glass bottle for storage.

Ways to make smaller colloidal spheres (or larger ones by doing the opposite):


Raise the reaction temperature (though since it’s aqueous, it can’t go higher than 100°C)



Decrease the monomer (MMA) content



Increase the crosslinker (EGDMA) content



Increase the chain-transfer agent (dodecanethiol) content



Increase the initiator (APS) content



Speed up how quickly the reaction recovers its original temperature after injection of the
monomer mixture (a la Timonen et al.84), though this may be hard to standardize

Fabrication of Silica Inverse Opal Films
Summary:
This protocol makes inverse opals ideal for W-Ink sensors, meaning they will have typical WInk neck angles and a gradient from one side to the other in thickness.

Equipment and Materials:
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Silicon wafer, 3 in. diameter, typically N-type



Diamond scribe



Glass vial, small magnetic stir bar, and stir plate (for TEOS solution)



Plasma oven (or use piranha)



3-dram vials (one per silicon wafer strip, typically 12)



12-well plate(s)



Small binder clips



3D-printed stand(s) (optional)



65°C oven



Calcining oven



Monodisperse PMMA or polystyrene colloid of known solid weight percent



Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS)



Hydrochloric acid (HCl), 0.01 M



200-proof ethanol



Deionized water



Sulfuric acid and 30% hydrogen peroxide, for piranha (or use plasma)

Procedure:


In advance, calculate the amount of TEOS solution and colloid to be used based on the
volume of water per vial, the colloid’s solid content (weight percent), and previous trialand-error (may even depend on the oven being used).
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o Starting values to try are 0.5% TEOS solution by volume and 0.1% colloid solid
content (so for 12 mL DI water per vial and a 5.0 wt% colloid, this would mean
60 µL TEOS solution and 245 µL colloid per vial).


Using a diamond scribe, break a silicon wafer along its crystal planes into roughly 1 cm x
5 cm strips. One wafer should produce ~12 strips, the typical number used per batch of
IOFs.



Briefly clean the wafer strips of debris with either an air jet or ethanol, then clean more
thoroughly with either:
o Acid-piranha solution (3:1 sulfuric acid: hydrogen peroxide (30%)) on 120°C hot
plate in piranha hood for 30-60 minutes, followed by DI water rinse, ethanol
rinse, and air jet dry
o Roughly 2-10 minutes of plasma, depending on settings



Prepare the TEOS solution by combining TEOS, EtOH, and HCl in a 2:3:2 volume ratio
(typically 1 ml TEOS, 1.5 ml EtOH, 1 ml HCl) in a glass vial. Add stir bar, cap, and let
stir for 1 hour to hydrolyze the TEOS.
o TEOS solution should be used as close to the 1-hour mark as possible for
consistent IOFs, or at least on the same day it was made.



Place the 3-dram vials in a 12-well plate and fill each vial with 12-14 mL of DI water.
Using a new pipette tip for each vial/solution, add the calculated amounts of TEOS
solution and colloid (make sure it hasn’t settled) to each vial, being sure to mix
thoroughly by pipetting up and down several times.



Suspend the silicon wafer strips vertically in the vials, one per vial, centered front-toback, using binder clips.
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o One can simply suspend the strip from a binder clip that can span the tops of the
vials, or use the smallest size binder clips to attach the wafer strips to a 3D-printed
stand designed to sit over the vials/well-plate.
o If gradient-thickness IOFs are desired (such as for W-Ink), locate one vertical
edge of the strip approximately 2 mm away from the interior vial wall. The side of
the strip closest to the wall will be the thin side of the IOF. The 3D-printed stands
are designed to hold the samples at this location.


Place the samples in a 65°C oven for 2-3 days, or until the liquid has fully evaporated.
o Make sure the oven fan is on the desired setting (typically, off) as this will affect
the evaporation rate.
o Do not open the oven while the IOFs are being deposited, or band defects will
form in the IOFs.
o Note that using more samples changes the humidity in the oven, which affects the
evaporation rate and thus the film thickness/quality.



To remove the colloidal spheres, put the wafer strips in a calcining oven, either lying
polished-side-up on aluminum foil or in their vials with the binder clips removed, at
500°C for 2 hours (ramping up at 100°C/hr).
o Typical calciner settings: SSP (starting set point) = 25°C, StC = 0, SP1 = 500°C,
tm1 = 5h, SP2 = 500°C, tm2 = 2h, SP3 = 25°C, tm3 = 5h (flexible), SP4 = 25°C,
tm4 = off.
o If combining different batches/recipes of IOFs, be sure to label them precalcination with a diamond scribe. Permanent marker will be removed by
calcination.
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Vapor-Phase Silanization for Fabricating Gradient W-Ink Sensors
Equipment and Materials:


Inverse opal films



Desiccator, preferably used only for a single silane



Small petri dishes to hold desiccant and samples



Fresh desiccant (Drierite) – should be blue, not purple/pink



Vials or caps for holding silane (typically ½ dram glass vials)



Plasma oven



Hot plate or oven



Sulfuric acid and 30% hydrogen peroxide, for piranha activation (or use plasma)



Silane(s)



Deionized (DI) water

Important note:
Essentially every step has a range of times or quantities you could use. The most important thing,
if you want to be able to compare results across experiments, is to use the same conditions each
time you use a particular silane or make W-Ink sensors of a particular type. Previous experiments
in our lab have shown that:


Varying the silanization time matters (e.g. even if all the silane has evaporated in two
hours, 4 hours of 3F functionalization gives you a less hydrophobic surface than 24
hours)
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Varying the partial-plasma time matters (e.g. the resulting W-Ink scores may be different
for a sample plasma-treated for 5 s versus 10 s, even if both samples are functionalized
with the same two silanes)



Using plasma instead of piranha to activate the sample has at times proven less
effective/gives inconsistent results



Using a dimethylchlorosilane gives different (typically less hydrophobic and somewhat
less repeatable) silane coatings than the corresponding trichlorosilane



If you functionalize samples in a desiccator that has previously been used for a different
silane, you WILL get contamination of the old silane type on your samples



If you place the silane in wide, low-walled caps instead of taller, narrower glass vials,
you may get greater silanization



If the silane is low-quality (hazy or gritty), your W-Ink sensors may exhibit side-wetting
(indicative of more silanization on the top layers and less penetration of silane into deeper
layers, presumably due to silane pre-polymerization). This effect can be somewhat
reduced by filtering the silane immediately prior to use.

Procedure:


If needed, briefly clean your samples with ethanol and dry them with an air jet.



Activate your samples (i.e. create -OH groups on the surface to bond with the silanes)
one of two ways:
o Preferred method: place the samples in acid-piranha solution (3:1 sulfuric acid:
hydrogen peroxide (30%)) on 120°C hot plate in piranha hood for at least 30
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minutes, typically 60 minutes, followed by DI water rinse, ethanol rinse, and air
jet dry.
o Less optimal method: 2-15 minutes of plasma, typically 5 minutes, depending on
plasma power and the oven/intensity used – This method will suffice if you
simply need a semi-hydrophobic surface, but if you need repeatable
samples/results, use piranha.


Measure out the silane to be used. (For gradient W-Ink samples, this first silane will be
the less-wetting silane, typically 13F.)
o If using a larger desiccator, especially with a lot of samples, use 3 vials and/or
more volume of silane per vial. For a small desiccator, use two vials.
o For volatile silanes like 3F and TMS, measure out 100µL per vial. This will all be
evaporated within about 3 hours.
o For less volatile silanes like 13F and DEC, you can use ~25 µL per vial. There
will still be some left at the end.
o IMPORTANT: After finishing with the silane bottle, fill the bottle with argon
(preferable) or nitrogen (so it does not react with water vapor in the air and begin
to polymerize), close it tightly, and seal it thoroughly with electrical tape.



As quickly as possible after the samples have been activated, place the samples in the
appropriate silane-specific desiccator with the vials of silane and a small petri of fresh
desiccant. Place the desiccator under constant vacuum for 24h.
o Exception: For TMS, we use a container without vacuum, because it is so volatile.
Place the samples/silane/desiccant on a piece of aluminum foil in the fume hood,
place the container over top of everything, weigh it down with something heavy
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to seal the opening, and leave it for at least 2 hours (though 24 hours is still
preferable!).


After the 24 hours are up, remove the samples, place them in a clean petri, and submerge
them in DI water for at least 20 minutes. This exposes the silanes to water vapor.



Dry the samples by air jet, then place them on a hot plate set to 150°C, or in an oven set
to ≥120°C, for at least 20 minutes. This helps cure the silane by condensing any
unreacted functional groups.



Rinse your samples with ethanol and dry them by air jet. At this point, you can qualitytest them in water or other liquids to see if they wet to the expected degrees.



Dispose of any excess silane by thoroughly rinsing the vials with water and pouring the
resulting solution into an appropriate waste bottle.



If you are only using one silane, stop here. If you are making gradient W-Ink samples:



Plasma-treat your samples for a short amount of time, typically around 5-10 seconds
(depending on the silane, plasma oven, and intensity settings), to remove the silane from
the top few layers of pores. (This is the “partial plasma” step.)



Using the more-wetting silane you desire to be the top half of your gradient W-Ink, repeat
the steps above to silanize your samples and bake them after, starting with the third black
bullet (don’t re-activate).
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